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SECTION A:   
THE ACCEPTABLE YEAR OF THE LORD 
 
ISAIAH 61:1-4 
 
THE SPIRIT of the Lord God is upon me, because the Lord has anointed and 
qualified me to: 
 
1. preach the Gospel of good tidings to the meek, the poor, and 
afflicted;  
 
2. He has sent me to bind up and heal the broken-hearted,  
 
3. to proclaim liberty to the captives  
 
4. and the opening of the prison and of the eyes to those who are 
bound, 
 
5. To proclaim the acceptable year of the Lord [the year of His favor] and the 
day of vengeance of our God,  
 
6. to comfort all who mourn, 
 
7. To grant [consolation and joy] to those who mourn in 
Zion—to give them:  

 an ornament (a garland or diadem) of beauty 
instead of ashes,    
 

 the oil of joy instead of mourning,  
 

 the garment [expressive] of praise instead of a heavy-
burdened, and failing spirit… 

 
That they may be called oaks of righteousness [lofty, strong, and 
magnificent, distinguished for uprightness, justice, and right 
standing with God], the planting of the Lord, that He may be 
glorified.  
 
8. And they shall rebuild the ancient ruins; they 
shall raise up the former desolations and renew 
the ruined cities, the devastations of many 
generations. 
 
Luke 4: 18   
The Spirit of the Lord is upon Me, because He has anointed Me the Anointed 
One, the Messiah, to preach the good news, the Gospel, to the poor; He has 
sent Me to announce release to the captives and recovery of sight to the 
blind, to send forth as delivered those who are oppressed, who are 
downtrodden, bruised, crushed, and broken down by calamity. 
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Main objective of Satan is to BRUISE man. 
 
These bruises give him a foothold in a person’s life. 
Fears, insecurities, bitterness, rejection, broken relationships, 
etc. 
 
1. DIVORCE 
Result: Insecurity and rejection. 
 
2. UNFAIR TREATMENT  
 
Foundation of man: justice. Unfair treatment allows 
demons to penetrate his soul. 
 
Result: Anger, hatred, bitterness. 
 
3. SEXUAL ABUSE 
Result: Guilt, condemnation, shame, Homosexuality 
 
4. VIOLENCE:   
Result: Fear, anxiety, panic attacks, compulsive behaviour. 
 
5. WORDS THAT ARE SPOKEN 
 
Result: Curses 
 

 
 

MIND 

EMOTIONAL TANK 

WILL 
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Bruise: 
 

 
 
1. ROOT OF BITTERNESS 
 
Heb 12: 12-15   
So then, brace up and reinvigorate and set right your slackened and 
weakened and drooping hands and strengthen your feeble and tottering             
knees and cut through and make firm and plain and smooth straight 
paths for your feet (yes, make them safe and upright and happy paths 
that go in   the right direction) 
Strive to live in peace with everybody … 
Exercise foresight and be on the watch to look after one another to see that 
no one falls back from and fails to secure God’s grace, in order that no 
root of resentment (bitterness or hatred) shoots forth and causes trouble 
and bitter torment, and the many become contaminated and defiled by it… 
 
Root of Bitterness – no 1 problem in a Christian’s 
life. 
 
An eye for an eye and       
A tooth for a tooth   
 
You cannot drive bitterness out – you must work with 
the relationships through which it came in. 
 
Jesus was bruised by satan, but satan could get foothold because Jesus 
never became bitter.                                     
Hurts you hold onto will always end in bitterness. 

BITTERNESS REJECTION REBELLION 

PRIDE 

1 2 3 

4 

we will all be blind & 
toothless without God! 
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PROGRESSION OF BITTERNESS: 
Grudge  -  Bitterness 
Bitterness  - Hatred 
Hatred  - Rebellion 
Rebellion  - Deception and perversity 
  
SOURCES OF BITTERNESS: 
 
Bitterness is a root that begins with a grudge. A 
grudge can come as a result of: 

1. Unfulfilled needs - bitterness against the family.  
2. Abuse - bitterness against the family  
3. Hurts (come from relationships) - bitterness against 

others.  
4. Circumstances in life e.g., Naomi - many times bitter against God. 

 
Fruit of Bitterness 
 
Bitterness is a toxin that poisons the whole system: 

 Comes out in your conversation. 
 Is seen in your deeds and attitude. 
 Physical health deteriorates. 

 
1. Bitterness defiles others – always negative, critical. 
2. Bitterness builds walls of isolation 

a) Fear of being hurt again 
b) Fear and distrust of people 
c) Fear of being exposed 
d) Loneliness 

3. Bitterness always ends in broken relationships. 
a) Cut people out of your life – hatred. 
b) Critical attitude – always blaming others 
c) Self pity and dejection. 

 
Damage of Broken Relationships 

1. Hatred 
2. Blind spots 
3. Insensitivity – self-centred, very touchy 

 
4. Immaturity 

• Selfish 
• Jealousy 
• Tantrums 
• Demands own will 
• Show-off 
• Spiteful 
• Moody(“silent treatment”) 

 
NB:  Maturity comes through Relationships! 
Make a list of all that hurt you and reasons why. 
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2. ROOT OF REJECTION 
 
 AT BIRTH 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
The basic needs of a child are:  
 

a) Love. 
b) Acceptance. 
c) Identity – sense of belonging:  who are you? / 

Where do you come from? / Where do you fit in? 
d) Recognition – value. 
e) Determination – purpose. 

 
NB:  Love must be communicated so that it can be 
received. 
 
Four ways to show love:  

• Eyes – windows of your soul.  
• Voice.       
• Touch – holding hands.  
• Time.  

 
An unfulfilled need causes a vacuum in which rejection 
grows. 
 
2. BRUISE - SHAME 
 
Very low self-esteem: 
 
Prov. 23:7  “As a man thinks in his heart, so is he.” 
 

• BROKEN PARENT-CHILD RELATIONSHIP: 
 

a) Before birth: A mother can communicate rejection to her unborn baby. 
b) Adopted children: Rejected by their natural mother – feel like an 

outcast. 
 

Eph. 2:10 – Unique and special 
Jer. 1:4-8 – No accident 
Phil. 2:13 – Single-minded / purposeful 

God makes no junk 
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c) Divorce: A child feels he is rejected by the parent 
who left home. 

d) Parents who cannot communicate love.  
e) Parents who are alcoholics / addicts.  

 
• PEER GROUP RELATIONSHIPS  

 
a) Cruel remarks when the child is overweight, physical disabilities, etc. 
b) Cliques and exclusivity – can cause self-rejection.  
c) Lack of achievement. 

 
• SOCIETY 
 
a) Racism causes rejection – inferiority. 
b) Poverty. 

 
• PHYSICAL CHANGES IN THE BODY 
 
Different stages of growth - insensitive remarks can 
cause serious wounds. The result is rejection of self.  
 
To be able to receive love, a person must accept and love him / herself.  

 
3. THE FRUIT OF REJECTION: 
 
Builds walls to protect against everything and everyone – 
good and bad. 
 
1. Emotional immaturity 
 
Maturity comes only through relationships and a person that 
cannot accept love and acceptance, will be immature and 
insecure.  
 
2. Loneliness and fear 
 
Cannot communicate or associate well with people.  Afraid to allow people 
close to them - fear of rejection.  
 
ON THE INSIDE - Insecurity, Loneliness, Fears, Self-pity, Arrogance and 
Imagination.  
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ON THE OUTSIDE WE REACT IN TWO WAYS: 
 
WITHDRAWN    COMPETITIVE 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

PASSIVE         AGGRESSIVE 
 
SHY      OFFENSIVE 
 
DREAM WORLD    COMPETITIVE 
 
NON-COMPETITIVE   PERFORMER 
 
DEPENDANT    INDEPENDENT 
 
 

3. Self-rejection: 
 

 Always wants to please others, always looks 
for attention and                                                                         
approval. 

 
 Negative self-image, accepts the rejection of 

others as an indication                                                                       
of his own unworthiness. 

 
 Accepts the way others evaluate them instead of their own or God's 

evaluation. 
 
 Compare themselves to others. 

 
2 Cor. 10:12  “12 Not that we [have the audacity to] 
venture to class or [even to] compare ourselves with 
some who exalt and furnish testimonials for 
themselves!  
However, when they measure themselves with 
themselves and compare themselves with one another, they are without 
understanding and behave unwisely.” 

 
• Critical spirit (of themselves and others) (Matt. 7:3) 
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4. No self-identification 
 
Seeks identity somewhere else, e.g., 
teenagers in a peer group, adults in a 
church, club or occupation, etc. 
 
5. Unstable relationship with God 

• A child without the love of a father will 
find it difficult to build a stable 
relationship with God as Father.  

 
• Always read negative scriptures.   

 James 2:13  “Mercy triumphs over judgement.” 
• A person suffering from rejection will have a relationship with God 

based on works and he works HARD to be accepted by God. 
 
6. Love vacuum 
 
When love is not communicated, it creates a vacuum out of which 
rejection grows.  
   
Anything that you use to fill the need in that love 
vacuum, will become an idol, an object of worship.  
 

•  You can use People  
 

No person can ever fill a love vacuum. 
The person with a love vacuum becomes jealous and possessive, 
domineering and has a controlling spirit.  

 
• You can use Objectives and possessions 

 
Pleasures, career, intellectualism, free 
sexual relationships (the physical can never 
satisfy the spiritual).  

 
• Become totally self-centered 

 
i) Pleasure - self-gratification. 
 
ii) Sex - lust and perversity (Love 
without a commitment). 

 
NB: Cannot receive love emotionally and 
spiritually.    
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7. Seeks position and recognition 
 
A person in a vacuum of rejection seeks a position of 
leadership, because it is there that he finds self worth.   
 
He will find it difficult to be a servant, because it gives him 
no self-esteem.  
 
 
4. HOW TO COME OUT OF REJECTION 
 
1.  Forgive the ones who have rejected you.  
 
Forgiveness is a choice; it is a process and starts with a 
decision.  
 
Heb. 12:14  “14 Strive to live in peace with everybody and 
pursue that consecration and holiness without which no one 
will [ever] see the Lord.” 
 
2. Jesus carried your rejection. 
 
Christ in you enables you to permanently walk in 
forgiveness.  As our High Priest, Jesus identifies with 
our rejection.  
 
Accept the fact that YOU are already ACCEPTED in 
the Beloved. 
  
3. Find your identity in Christ.  
 
4.  Allow Christ to fill the love vacuum in your life. 
 
 
3. REBELLION: 
 
1 Sam. 15:23 – Saul wanted HIS will. 
“Behold, to obey is better than sacrifice…For rebellion  
is as the sin of witchcraft and stubbornness is as  
Idolatry…” 
 
WITCHCRAFT:  Your own desires and own reasonings become 
superior to God’s will / Word. 
 
REBELLION: 

- Satan’s nature 
- Adamic nature 
- Refuses to be restricted 
- Refuses discipline 
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- Refuses authority 
 
Rebellion is NOT a demon – it is an attitude of the heart. 
 
Prov. 28:9   
He who turns away his ear from hearing the Law of God and man even his 
prayer is an abomination, hateful and revolting to God. 
 
A. ATTITUDES THAT COME OUT OF HURTS AND UNFULFILLED NEEDS 
 

1. Grudge / grievance. 
2. Bitterness. 
3. Refuse to communicate. 
4. Rebellion against authority. 
5. Double-mindedness (feelings of love and hate at the 

same time). 
6. Distrust (Key to deliverance – must trust God). 

 
B. STEPS TO REBELLION (AGAINST MAN AND GOD) 

 
1. Unfulfilled need becomes...  
2. 2. Grudge / Grievance becomes...  
3. Bitterness becomes...  
4. Hatred becomes...  
5. Rebellion 

 
C. SOURCES OF REBELLION 

 
1. Rejection  
2. Unfulfilled needs  
3. Hurts  
4. Adam's nature  
5. Occult, includes pop music.  
6. Too little discipline in home. 

 
D. THE NATURE OF REBELLION 

 
1. Refuses to be restricted – the person 

wants to rule his own life and refuses 
to be hindered. 

2. Rebellion refuses discipline - 
discipline sets limits and rebellion 
wants no boundaries. 

3. Rebellion refuses authority. 
 
Rebellion is not a demon, but it is an attitude and 
state of the heart. 
Until rebellion is dealt with, a person will experience many problems, e.g., lust, 
anger, hatred, inability to control the flesh, eating disorders like weight gain, 
anorexia, bulimia, etc .    
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ANOREXIA:  
 
Ps. 107:11, 17, 18 
11 Because they had rebelled against the words of 
God and spurned the counsel of the Most High. 
17 Some are fools [made ill] because of the way of 
their transgressions and are afflicted because of 
their iniquities. 
18 They loathe every kind of food, and they draw 
near  
to the gates of death. 
 
Proverbs 14:6  
6 A scoffer (fool) seeks Wisdom in vain [for his very attitude 
blinds and deafens him to it], but knowledge is easy to him 
who [being teachable] understands. 
 
Prov 14:6  (Footnote: Ampl.) 
The word “Fool” in the O.T. seldom, if ever, is used to describe the 
feebleminded, imbecile, idiot, or moron.   
Rather, it always has within it the meaning of a rebel, especially 
against God and the laws of order, decency, and justice.  Notice in 
Proverbs how many such characteristics of rebelliousness are 
listed against the fool, and see God’s attitude toward them. 
 
RESULTS OF REBELLION 
 
•  The flesh rules – Food, alcohol, sex, masturbation.      
    Emotion – jealousy,  strife, envy, anger. 
•  Homosexuality – Rom 1: 21-28 
•  Witchcraft – manipulate and control, take revenge, you 

become your own authority 
•  Schizophrenia – 2 roots  * Rejection 
    * Rebellion 
•  Blocks learning process / unteachable 
•  No self discipline 
•  Keep putting things off. 
• “Couldn’t care” – state of mind and language 
•  “Don’t tell me what to do!” 
•  Mocking people in authority 
•  Will rather suffer than submit. 
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JEZEBEL AND HER FIVE CORDS / REIGNS 
 
       Rev. 2: 18 – 25 
       The queen Jezebel holds 5  

cords. 
       Rev. 17 – Rides on a beast. 
 

1. verse 24 – Controls 
occultic demons. 

2. verse 20 – Food offered to 
idols – compromise – 
waters down God’s 
discipline. 

3. verse 20 – Immorality – 
controls lust and 
perversity. 

4. verse 20 – Teaches and 
misleads; manipulates, 
dominates, intimidates. 

5. Prophetess, controls 
religious demons. 

 
 

 
 
 
 

AHAB    JEZEBEL 
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STEPS OUT OF REBELLION: 
 

1. Deep repentance - confess your rebellion. 
See it as God sees it identical to witchcraft. 

 
2. Forgive your parents and authority figures. 

 
3. Choose to change your attitude of heart to 

submission to human authority and to God. 
 

4. Place your whole life in the Hands of God. Come to total submission to 
the Ruler ship of God. 

 
5. Renounce all occult activities and close the doors by an act of your will. 

 
 

JEZEBEL 
OWN WILL 

5 CORDS 

LAW 
(GOD & MAN) 

AHAB 
WILL IS BOUND  

WITHDRAWN 

REJECTION 

COMPETITIVE 

REBELLION 
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4. THE ROOT OF PRIDE 
 

This is a very difficult area to deal with because we all 
resist the truth of pride in our lives. 
 
When the disciples argued about who is the greatest, 
Jesus called a child. 
 
The spirit that operates in God’s Kingdom is HUMILITY. 
The world places a high value on PRIDE: talents, abilities, 
family pride, etc. 
 
THE IMAGE OF PRIDE. 
 
The image of pride is erected to hide worthlessness. 
It is not real, but the person believes in it and all his worth comes 
from it. 
The image becomes like a god that has to be satisfied. 
 
The image now becomes an idol, because all the person’s energy is 
needed to maintain  it – by WINNING – which makes him feel good; 
by oppressing others to exalt himself; by boasting about what he 
owns or can do, etc.  
Pride NEVER wants to be wrong.  
Never say you’re sorry – unteachable spirit. 
 
FRUIT OF PRIDE. 
 
 Performance. 
He is driven to accomplish things – must excel.   
High achiever, works harder. 
Results:  Even though a great success, he has problems with relationships. 
 
Relationship with God is on the basis of his achievements.  
Sets very high standards for himself. 
 
Pride makes him believe that he can please God by his works. 
Note:  You cannot grow to be more acceptable for God.  We are 
TOTALLY acceptable. 
 
 Perfectionism. 
He sets himself standards higher than normal. He, thus, places 
himself above                                     others and is critical of  
those who do not accept the same standards. 
 
Description:  Lack of love, indifferent to the needs of others, 
insensitive, quick to judge, sharp tongue, critical and impatient. 
 
Results:  Critical, harsh attitude, strict. 
Self-righteous – tries to bargain with God – fasting, prayer, etc. 
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Transfers rejection to children and spouse –nothing is good 
enough! 
 
Poor relationship with God – has to achieve for God. 
A life filled with works. 
 
 Competition. 
 
Continual striving to be better that others – to be first, to be 
better, to gain recognition. 
Selfish, self-willed, elevation of self, ambitious, jealous. 
 
2 Cor 10:12   
Not that we have the audacity to venture to class or even to compare 
ourselves with some who exalt and furnish testimonials for themselves! 
However, when they measure themselves with themselves and compare 
themselves with one another, they are without understanding and behave                                         
unwisely. 
 
Eg: status: cars, house, clothes, etc. 
 
Results:  

 Enmity – competition will destroy relationships. 
 Compare ourselves with others continually – 

want to be the best. 
 Jealousy and envy. 

Remember:  Never promote yourself in ministry!! 
 Unforgiveness. (esp. yourself) 
 Bitter, disapproving, hypersensitive, harsh. 
 Results:  Guilt and condemnation. You must pay!! No grace for you!! 
 Bitterness and hatred, blames others. 
 Blindness and deception. 
 Pride requires revenge, not forgiveness. 

 
 Critical and self-centred. 
 
He demands the central role.  Breaks others down in 
company. 
 
Results:  Will destroy a relationship by constantly correcting 
or judging the other person. 
 
Will focus on the bad points in others but only on his own good 
ones. 
 
 Unteachable. 
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 Unbelief. 
• Pride is independent and self-sufficient. 
• No-one else is needed. 
• Finds it difficult to receive.  Untouchable. 

 
Results:   
 

 Strives with God for results. 
 

 Seeks His blessings. 
(Faith grows out of humility.                                              
Humility and faith seek after the goodness of 
God) 

 
 Desires honour from people. 
 You feel you have the right to carry a grudge - 

bitterness. 
 Concentrate more on your rights and not your 

responsibilities. 
 You hear about the problems of others and begin to 

criticise and attack - your heart is closed to receive 
ministry from these people. 

 All forms of evil-speaking and gossip. 
 Self-pity - bottomless pit - practise thankfulness to 

get out of it. 
 Unthankful - nothing is really good enough. 
 Stingy with our possessions, money, etc. 
 Sarcastic sense of humour. 
 Impatience    
 False humility - wants to be begged. 
 You feel very special and unique. 
 Expect to be consulted.  
 Jealous if others are blessed or used of God.  
 Pride touches the honour of God.  
 Accepts no weakness. 
 Causes disloyalty - undermines authority. 
 Builds unity through doctrine, gifts, etc. and not on Cross. 
 Concentrates on what has not been done. 
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HOW TO CUT THE ROOT OF PRIDE. 
 

1. Ask God to show you the deception of pride. 
 

2. Receive the truth of your self-worth – it does 
not matter where you’ve come from – you 
are now a child of the Most High God!! 

 
3. Ask God to break the image 

of pride so He can bring 
the true person of who 
you really are, to the 
fore. 

 
4. Change the motivation of your 

heart from pride to LOVE. 
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SECTION B: 
FAMILY DYNAMICS 
 
Love is an essential quality in the fulfilment of needs at every level of 
development, and is contained in the satisfaction of all needs.   
 
When we are children each new need in our 
development must be fulfilled in order for us to feel 
loved. 
 
Love =  
• understanding what his needs are 
• satisfying them. 
Example: A major portion of the brain  
= TOUCH – crucial in early life.  
 
Later on, emotional needs are developed.   
 
When needs are not fulfilled the child suffers for the 
rest of his life unless he receives healing through the 
love of the Heavenly Father. 
 
Families perform three basic functions to meet their 
members’ needs: 
 
1. Maintenance – meeting physical needs of: 

 Food    
 Shelter 
 Clothing 
 Medical care 

 
2. Nurturance  
 
Emotional and Relational needs for: 

 Acceptance 
 Affection 
 Affirmation 
 Time with others 

 
3. Guidance 
 
Intellectual and Spiritual needs for instruction 
on many diverse topics as how to tie a shoe and 
how to know God. 
 
When these needs are not consistently met, we 
then have an unhealthy family. 
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Children from unhealthy families are handicapped: 
 Personally 
 Relationally  
 and Spiritually. 

 
Living with this handicap is like wearing a huge 
ball and chain labelled “SHAME”. 
 
 
BASIC NEEDS 

 
 
STAGES OF GROWTH: 
 
 

Acceptance 
 

Nourishment 
 

Security 
 

Comfort 
 

Purpose 
 

Nurture 
 

IInnffaanntt  SSttaaggee::  BBiirrtthh  tthhrroouugghh  AAggee  33  

CChhiilldd  SSttaaggee::    
AAggee  44  tthhrroouugghh  1122  

AAdduulltt  SSttaaggee::    
AAggee  1133  ttoo  
BBiirrtthh  ooff  FFiirrsstt  
CChhiilldd  
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CLIMBING JOY MOUNTAIN: 
 
A Joyful Identity 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A Small Joyful Identity 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A Weak Joyful Identity 
A bucket full of holes 
Inability to hold much joy 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
BUILDING EMOTIONAL CAPACITY 
 
From 12 – 18 months a child begins processing negative emotional states. 
 
By 18 months the brain can complete a neurological “ring of joy”. 
If the “ring of joy” is completed, a person can find their way back to joy from 
any negative emotion in 90 seconds and experience a unified identity. We do 
not “forget” who we are while in a negative emotional state. 
 
If the “ring of joy” is not completed 

 It will take longer to go back to “joy” 
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 The child (and later the adult) will have a harder time “acting like 
themselves” while in a negative emotional state. 

 Capacity to handle negative emotional states will be impaired. 
 
 
THE JOY OF THE LORD IS MY STRENGTH! 
(Neh 8: 10) 
 
Prov 4: 23:  
“ Keep and guard your heart with all vigilance and above all that you guard, for out of 
it flow the springs of life.”  

Note: The heart is not the emotions – it is not simply doing what our feelings 
tell us.   
 
The heart is:   

 Your eyes for seeing spiritual reality. (Ecc 11: 9) 
 Where understanding resides. 
 The origin of spiritual discernment. 
 An inner directive. 

 
Trauma falls into two distinct categories: 
 
 

“LOVE VACUUM” “BAD THINGS” 
The absence of good things we all need 

to receive. 
Bad things that should never happen. 

  
Recovery Create        FEAR 

  
 
 Requires sustained loving 

relationships 

 
                Recovery 

 Developing trust  
 Takes time and a loving family “bad events” need to be revisited and the 

fear deactivated. 
  
 
NB!!  If the treatment does not fit the particular wound, recovery will not take place. 
 
Pain from the past cannot stay in the past, until it receives healing.  We dare not try 
to “forget about pain/forget about the past”, or it will block us from connecting to God 
and to His family.  We may try to disconnect in small ways at first, e.g. we may 
intentionally stay very busy so we don’t have to get in touch with feelings.  However, 
being too busy means we lose friends.  Eventually we end up completely isolated if 
we avoid working on our pain.  Only when we face the pain will we be successful at 
putting it in the past, so that we can be more effective in getting closer to others. 
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The world fractures us in many ways throughout our lives, and we are 
not able to avoid traumas of which leave long lasting scars.  We are all 
broken; we face woundedness, dividedness, isolation, and 
oppression.  Particularly in childhood, traumas can have long-lasting 
effects.   
 
Study after study finds the same compelling conclusion:  about a third 
of us have been physically or sexually abused, and many more suffer 
from the absences of good things that are necessary for emotional 
maturation.  School failure, depression, anxiety, poor self-esteem, 
chronic physical illness, violence, and disturbing sexual urges are common after 
effects of traumas – most of which go untreated.  Woundedness, dividedness, 
isolation and oppression result.  Broken people will continue to suffer throughout their 
lives, if they receive no attention to the effects of the early abuse. 
 
The Power of Joy 
 
The world is a fracturing place, and each of us is 
fragmented to some degree by the world’s assaults.  God 
created us with minds that automatically seek to be whole, 
and the quest for wholeness is wonderfully boosted by joy 
during early childhood. 
 
In a child’s first two years, the desire to experience joy in loving relationships 
becomes the most powerful force in life, e.g. look into the sparkling eyes of a little 
child running toward a parent, arms stretched out in unrestrained joy, you can 
recognize that an incredible power comes from the joy of “being with the beloved”. 
 
Since joy is the strongest force in life when we are young, it is joy that compels 
children to overcome the fracturing, so that they can reunify.  Their life makes sense 
because they are looking forward to moments when they can re-connect to joy – 
being with their beloved.  Throughout life, we all long to get joy into every 
relationship.  Without joy in loving relationships, there will be insufficient power to 
reach wholeness. 
 
When people get their joy properly connected to feelings that have been damaged by 
a fracturing world, they will sense new power and aliveness in all their relationships.   
Particularly for those who are in recovery, it is essential to be in authentic, joy-
producing relationships, and to build the strength of their joy. 
 
Recovering from traumas is always going to be difficult.  If a 
person in recovery has not been empowered by joy, it may not be 
possible to face the hurt that will need to be faced.  If 
the person is in this position, the first part of recovery 
is to build a bigger “joy-bucket” – that means to build 
a life that is empowered by more life-giving 
relationships. 
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What is joy? 
 
Joy is a shared experience.  It is the delightful feeling that comes from knowing 
someone is glad to see me.  It means:  “I’m glad to be alive because somebody is 
glad that I am alive.  Somebody knows me and loves me right now, and it is a 
delight to be together.” 
 
The joy goes back-and-forth between receiver and giver.  Joy begins when someone 
is glad to see me, which stirs up the same feeling in me. 
 
Joy also comes from being in the presence of God, who knows everything about me, 
and is so overjoyed that I am alive! 
 
His delight in me gives me joy.   
 
Building joy includes getting closer to God and getting closer to people. 
 
 
Tips for Building Joy: 
 

 Before you fall asleep at night, make every attempt to get back to joy from 
whatever feelings you may be stuck in. 

 
 Use touch whenever appropriate:  hold hands, link arms, give hugs, stay 

connected while walking and sitting. 
 

 Give little surprises that will cause their eyes to light up, and let your eyes 
light up too!  The joy builds as the glances go back and forth. 
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Maturity 
 
Maturity is about reaching one’s potential.  That 
means developing internal resources and using them 
in a community. 
 
Children are born completely dependant, with resources 
undeveloped.  In order to reach their potential, they need to 
start off with nurturing parents, and gradually, maturity 
becomes a self-directed endeavour.  Each child will need to know how to get back to 
joy and to live there, and not get stuck in difficult feelings.  Children who do not learn 
to get back to joy will live in their hurts, and therefore, have difficulty discovering the 
true characteristics of their hearts.  Sticking with young ones through periods of upset 
and getting them to joy, is the first resource to be developed. 
 
Helping children find the way from difficult feelings to joy, puts joy in charge of all the 
feelings.  The area of the brain that is the “joy area” is also the “executive control 
area”, and that is how God created each of us.  When joy is in charge, children are 
free to discover their heart’s characteristics, which means they will be on the path of 
discovering God-given identities. 
 
 
Bonding 

 
Becoming mature requires bonds between people – they are the 
foundation upon which maturity is built.   
 
Bonds are the connections that energize us, motivate our actions 
and establish our identities.   
 
There are two essentially different and incompatible types of 
bonds: 

 one based on fear 
 the other on love. 

 
Fear bonds are formed around avoiding negative feelings and pain, e.g. rejection, 
fear, shame, humiliation, abandonment, guilt, even physical pain.   
 
Love bonds are formed around desire, joy, and seeking to be with people who 
are important to us.  They motivate people to live in truth, closeness, joy, peace, 
perseverance, kindness and authentic giving. 
 
LOVE BONDS versus FEAR BONDS.  
 

LOVE BONDS FEAR BONDS 

1. Based on love and characterized by 
truth, closeness, intimacy, joy, peace, 
perseverance and authentic giving. 

1. Based on fear and characterized by 
pain, humiliation, desperation, shame, 
guilt, and/or fear of rejection, 
abandonment, or other detrimental 
consequences. 

2. Bond is desire driven.  (I bond 
because I want to be with you.) 

2. Bond is avoidance driven. (I bond 
because I want to avoid negative feelings 
or pain.) 
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3. Love bonds grow stronger both when 
we move closer and when we move 
farther away.  (When we move closer, I 
get to know you better.  When we move 
farther away, I am still blessed by the 
memory of you.) 

3. Fear bonds only grow stronger by 
moving closer or by moving farther 
away.  (The closer we get, the scarier it 
gets, so I have to avoid the closeness or 
the farther away we get, the scarier it 
gets, so I have to manipulate closeness.) 

4. We can share both positive and 
negative feelings.  The bond is 
strengthened by this truthful sharing. 

4. We cannot share both positive and 
negative feelings.  The bond is 
strengthened by: (1) avoiding negative 
feelings or avoiding positive feelings; OR 
(2) by seeking only negative feelings or 
seeking only positive feelings. 

5. Participants on both ends of the bond 
benefit; the bond encourages all to act 
like themselves. 

5. Participants on only one end of the 
bond gain advantage; the bond actually 
inhibits people from acting like 
themselves. 

6. Truth pervades the relationship. 6. Deceit and pretending are required. 
7. Love Bonds continually grow and 
mature people, equipping them to find 
their hearts. 

7. Fear Bonds increasingly restrict and 
stunt growth, keeping people from 
finding their hearts. 

8. Love Bonds operate from the front of 
the brain (the joy center), and govern 
“how do I act like myself?” 

8. Fear Bonds operate from the back of 
the brain, and govern “how do I get what 
I want?” 

 

Motivation 
 
The fear bonds and love bonds we experience during our formative years determine 
the way that we motivate ourselves.  When we use fear, we threaten ourselves with 
what will happen if we do not get to work on time, do not lose weight, do not save 
money, or if we make our spouse mad.  We think about the things that could go 
wrong.  We worry.  We feel guilty.  We run from shame.  We blame others.  We 
become emotionally paralysed.  We operate way under potential. 
 
Love bonds motivate us to remain faithful under pressure, help others to be all that 
they were created to be, be willing to endure pain in order to be close to those we 
love, and to tell the truth even when it hurts. 
 
 
Recovery 
 
Recovery is about exceeding one’s current potential, and reaching one’s God-
intended destiny. 
 
Eph 2: 10:  “10 For we are God’s [own] handiwork (His workmanship), recreated in 
Christ Jesus, [born anew] that we may do those good works which God predestined 
(planned beforehand) for us [taking paths which He prepared ahead of time], that we 
should walk in them [living the good life which He prearranged and made ready for us 
to live].”  
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Our destiny has been prepared for us by God.  Recovery is getting past the obstacles 
created by traumas, so that they will no longer block us from reaching the destiny 
that God has in mind for us. 
 
Within each person is the natural desire to pursue maturity – to reach the upper limits 
of one’s potential.  As spiritual beings, there is a deep longing within each of us to 
exceed what we could do on our own, to be everything that God intends. 
 
Recovery is facing and embracing all the pain in our lives, so that we will gain 
maximum growth.  It takes other people’s loving involvement to develop internal 
resources (maturity), and it takes God to bring something good out of maturity 
(redemption), so that we have something extraordinary to give to others. 
 
 
The Brain and Trauma 
 
Traumas require people to create protective mechanisms within themselves that 
will help them avoid future traumas.  It happens without thinking because our brains 
come equipped to handle traumas.   God designed the 
brain to develop enough strength to rebound from 
traumas.  Good early bonding and a safe living 
environment will develop a young person’s brain so that 
the correct brain structures become activated and 
properly aligned.  If there is enough strengthening during 
early years, brains automatically become regulated by 
joy. 
 
Being human and wanting joy is inseparable.  We are 
creatures of joy!  Joy is relational.  Our Creator made 
us with brains that want to operate with joy in charge, and that requires us to have 
lives with relationships that lead us to joy. 
 
Joy becomes the foundation for all the other emotions.  The other feelings need 
to be connected to joy in order for trauma’s effects to be overcome.  Getting each 
feeling connected to joy, and setting up joy, as the normal state of life is no small 
task.  Traumas within the first three years can interrupt setting up the joy structure, 
and later traumas can set up new barriers to joy.  Joy is intended to be gradually built 
up to high levels, over time, so that it can become powerful enough to sustain high 
levels of negative feelings.  It is essential for joy to be strong enough to withstand the 
intensity of trauma-related feelings.   
 
Strong feelings, including trauma-related feelings, need to be worked through to a 
resting point.  If strength does not develop, the negatively powered feelings will not 
get to a resting point, and there will not be a resolution.   
 
Until joy is strong enough, and connected to the other feelings, the trauma-related 
feelings will dominate, and fear will prevail.  If there is resolution, the brain goes back 
to joy.  Without resolution, a person ends up getting stuck in fear.   
 
The goal of recovery is to build joy that is powerful enough, so the other 
feelings can connect to it and come to a resting place. 
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Joy Camp 
 
The first three months of life are devoted to establishing 
“Joy Camp” as the base of operations.  The baby feels 
joy from being close to the mother when she nurses, 

rocks, etc. her child.  This joyful state is 
the root of all human development.  
Living in Joy Camp is the basis for 
understanding mother-love, belonging, 
peace, security and all our treasured 
experiences.  No matter how far we 
may roam in our lifetime, Joy Camp is 
where we wish we were each night as we fall asleep.  After 
the first three months, the baby has developed a clear 
enough picture in its mind what the mother feels about him.  
From now on joy becomes very interactive.  The main joy 

structures in the brain begin their serious growth spurt. 
 
Growing up in Joy! 
 
What babies begin to look for are eyes that are looking at them with joy.  Joy 
means:  Someone is thrilled to see me! 
 
Joy is the emotion that babies will willingly seek on their own.  
Because they are motivated to have increasingly higher levels of 
joy, they will keep working toward joy even when things go wrong.   
 
Climbing higher and higher levels of joy, babies literally build brain 
capacity.  We are creatures of joy, so babies that do not see joy 
on their mother’s faces, become full of fear.  If they attach to a 
parent who is afraid, angry or distressed they learn to watch for 
threats.  If they do not find eyes that are watching them with joy, 
they will not attach securely, or if there is no one there at all, they 
monitor the world for anything that could make them feel bad.  They develop 
fear bonds and fear based identities.  They live by avoidance because they 
have no hope of getting to joy from the fear in which they are stuck.  They do 
not explore or even seek trails that lead back to joy.   
 
As they grow older, people who never receive this loving bond are always 
searching for someone or something to make them feel better – often drugs, 
sex, power, abusive relationships or money. 
 
Those with little joy are often overwhelmed and unable to recover from upset 
feelings in a timely way.  As adults, their personalities are weaker and the 
brains are under-developed.   
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Weakness in the joyful identity area of the brain has been found in 
conditions like anxiety, depression, attention deficit disorder and eating 
disorders, and may lead to personality disorders such as narcissistic, 
histrionic, obsessive-compulsive, or borderline-disorders.  People with these 
conditions suffer from an inability to maintain joy. 
 
Getting back to Joy Camp 
 
Infants must learn the path back to Joy Camp from all 
their other feelings.  They must be guided from shame 
back to joy, as well as from disgust, fear, sadness, 
disappointment, anger and humiliation.  Once the 
infant knows the path back, it will not be intimidated or 
deterred by feelings, and will not have to avoid or 
remain stuck in certain feelings.  With practice the 
baby will find paths back to Joy Camp from everywhere 
– and from every bad thing that happens.  The strength to feel feelings while 
knowing the path back to joy builds hope, resilience and confidence.  
Always returning to joy after hard feelings teaches satisfaction.  This 
develops maturity – one’s potential – and brings joy to others.  That is one’s 
destiny! 
 
After the age of three, the brain structures should be so developed that the 
child can self-regulate his feelings.  Traumas cause fractures, which are 
significant blockages to self-regulations.  People need other people to recover 
from traumas, and thereby return to self-regulation. 
 
God the Father, Creator and Architect of our brains – gave us 
instructions on how to help our systems recover from traumas.   
We are commanded to love one another, and to bear each 
other’s burdens.   
 
Being faithful to His command to love is the heartbeat of the 
Christian community.  Love will help us develop properly, and 
will help us to recover from traumas, so that we can get back 
on track, and continue to mature. 
 
 
“Love Vacuum” Traumas – The Absence of Necessary Good 
Things. 
 
The brain structures that are most seriously affected by Love-vacuum traumas 
are the places where emotions are handled.  Since the soul is primarily 
devoted to emotions, we can call the result of “Love Vacuum” traumas, 
fractures of the soul.   
 
“Love Vacuum” trauma recovery means that sustained love relationships must 
be available to overcome strong, negative feelings, so that the traumatized 
person can have a chance to express joy and mature.   
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Developing trust and letting deep feelings emerge, are needed to develop 
strength, which takes time and real loving relationships.   
 
Most people find it hard to acknowledge “Love Vacuum” traumas as the cause 
of their pain, depression, or isolation.  These traumas are more likely to be 
remembered than “Bad Things” traumas, but are less likely to be given 
significance.  Their importance is denied, leaving persons puzzled about why 
they feel so awful about themselves, why they are so afraid to trust, or why 
they feel the continual need to prove their worth.   
 
With the significance of the trauma denied, they are at a loss to understand 
where their symptoms come from.  They usually fall back to placing the blame 
on themselves (“I am defective.”) or on their Creator. (“God made me 
defective.”)  When the truth is denied, we lose our way and are impaired in 
our life.  When we honestly face “Love Vacuum” traumas, we open up new 
life-giving experiences in our relationships, and find them more satisfying! 
 
 
Evaluating yourself 
 
Did you experience the following good things while 
growing up?  If not, you must accept and face the truth 
that you are a victim of “Love Vacuum” traumas, and that 
your emotions are damaged. 
 
 Being cherished and celebrated by one’s parents 

simply by virtue of one’s existence. 
 Having the experience of being a delight. 
 Having a parent take the time to understand who you are – encouraging 

you to share who you are, what you think and what you feel. 
 Receiving large amounts of non-sexual nurturing – laps to sit in, arms to 

hold, and a willingness to let you go when you have had enough. 
 Being given age-appropriate limits.  Having those limits enforced in ways 

that do not call your value into question. 
 Being given adequate food, clothing, shelter, medical and dental care. 
 Being taught how to do hard things – to problem solve, and to develop 

persistence. 
 Being taught how to develop personal resources and talents. 
 
 
“Bad Things” traumas  - Bad Things that Happen 
 
The brain is most seriously affected by “B”-traumas in the memory area, so it 
fits to call the result of this type of trauma fractures of the mind. 
 
If the “bad events” have left unresolved feelings or thoughts, the person 
cannot get back to Joy Camp.  This creates a fracture – a separation.   
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Sometimes particularly bad events are mercifully forgotten, and amnesia 
protects the person from remembering that event.  Amnesia is an automatic 
brain function – instant forgetting – that can be used protectively. 
 
In order to be clear, here is what is meant by calling amnesia “automatic”.  
When a trauma reaches a high enough intensity level, it becomes 
overwhelming.   
Before the person even knows what is happening, the trauma is 
automatically forgotten, a blank spot in memory appears, and the person has 
no idea that the trauma happened at all.   
 
The person does not choose to forget the overwhelming episode – it is 
automatically lost to memory before the person can choose to know 
what was happening.  Although amnesia temporarily wipes the memory 
away, it can be remembered later in life.   
 
If wholeness is to be reached, the bad events need to be recovered and 
healed, so that the blank spots can be filled in.  As is the case for “Love 
Vacuum” traumas, recovery from “Bad Things” traumas can take a long time, 
although good therapy sessions can speed up “bad event” healing. 
 
A “Bad Things” trauma is harmful by its presence.  Having been on the 
receiving end of any or the following experiences can create a “Bad Things” 
trauma.  There is a range of severity in “Bad Things” traumas.  It is important 
to remember that to discount “lesser” traumas is to avoid the truth and miss 
the healing.  Avoiding and ignoring wounds do not make them go away. 
 

 Physical abuse, including face slapping, hair pulling, shaking, 
punching, and tickling a child into hysteria. 

 Any spanking which becomes violent, leaving marks or bruises or 
emotional scars. 

 Sexual abuse including inappropriate touching, sexual kissing or 
hugging, intercourse, oral or anal sex, voyeurism, exhibitionism, or the 
sharing of the parent’s sexual experiences with a child. 

 Verbal abuse of name-calling. 
 Abandonment by parent. 
 Torture or satanic ritual abuse. 
 Witnessing someone else being abused. 

 
Therapy can assist in uncovering “Bad Things” 
traumas, many which remain lost to the person’s 
conscious memory, well into adulthood.   
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We have found that remembering and healing trauma is necessary, or the 
wound will continue to bring pain.  It usually takes more than making a blanket 
prayer that the Lord will cover everything painful in a person’s past.  It takes 
finding the wound, contacting the hurt feeling enough so that it can become 
connected to joy, and then praying that the Lord will bring full healing to the 
wound. 
 
 
Breaking the Power of Lies 
 

 
Dividedness and woundedness keep people 
stuck when a person lives life on the basis of the 
lies that develop as a result of the traumas.  
Traumatic events often bring a two-fold 
destructive legacy in a person’s life.  There is a 
wound and there is a lie, and people struggle 
with both. 

 
In order for you to live from your heart, you must live in truth, and the lies that 
are a part of your hurt will need to be broken.   
 
When your life is spent living from your hurt, that means the lies are directing 
your life. 
 
Examples of lies: 

 You will never get better. 
 God may help others but He will not help you. 
 You are bad. 
 You deserve to suffer for the rest of your life. 
 You will never be safe. 

 
The lies are tailored to each particular person and to each trauma, but they 
are all lies, and they keep people living from their hurts instead of their hearts. 
 
The “you-will-never-get-better” lie becomes attached to traumas that are 
physically painful for hours and hours, and then periodically, the long-lasting 
traumas happen again.  The pain seems virtually unstoppable, and there is 
nothing the person can do to keep it from happening again.   
 
Those were powerful moments in the person’s life, when that lie seemed true.  
The moment was absolutely overwhelming, which added to the lie that “you 
will never get better”.  Breaking the lie is part of healing the wound. 
 
Typically the particular trauma needs to be discovered and receive healing 
first, before the lie can be broken.  This is important because if the wound 
remains unhealed, the lie can re-attach itself.  After the traumatic event has 
been uncovered and healed, the lie will be exposed.  Then it needs to be 
identified and renounced, and replaced with the truth. 
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2 Cor. 10: 4, 5:  “4 For the weapons of our warfare are not physical [weapons of 
flesh and blood], but they are mighty before God for the overthrow and destruction of 
strongholds, 
5 [Inasmuch as we] refute arguments and theories and reasonings and every 
proud and lofty thing that sets itself up against the [true] knowledge of God; and we 
lead every thought and purpose away captive into the obedience of Christ (the 
Messiah, the Anointed One),” 
 
Replace with truth from the Word: 
e.g.:  
 
Philippians 4:13:  “ I have strength for all things in Christ Who empowers me [I am 
ready for anything and equal to anything through Him Who infuses inner strength into 
me; I am self-sufficient in Christ’s sufficiency].” 
 
Joh. 10: 10: “ The thief comes only in order to steal and kill and destroy. I came that 
they may have and enjoy life, and have it in abundance (to the full, till it overflows).” 
 
Guidelines for Getting Unstuck in Recovery: 
 

1. Identify any “Love Vacuum” and “Bad 
Things” traumas in your life, in order to clarify 
what resources you will need for healing.  For 
example, Love-vacuum traumas require 
caring people to make up for the deficits you 
suffered as a child.  Bad things wounds 
typically require some healing, and both 
types of traumas leaves lies, which need to be 
exposed, broken, and replaced with the truth. 

2. Identify specific emotions that you get stuck in, or those that are the 
ones you work extra hard to avoid.  Intentionally allow yourself to 
experience these and look for ways to get back to inner stability, 
primarily by receiving love and support from those close to you, and by 
using the lessons that maturity has taught you. 

3. Identify the lies that were embedded with the wounds that may be 
unhealed in your life.  Actively bring God’s truth to break the power of 
the lie.  To know the truth allows one to be set free to live in freedom. 

4. Seek prayer covering from others for your healing.  Pray that God 
would heal your wounds, identify lies, and replace them with His truth. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

GET BACK TO JOY!!! 
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The Life Model: MATURITY INDICATORS (page 1 of 5) 
 
THE INFANT STAGE: BIRTH THROUGH AGE 3 
(Newborns and toddlers are included here, up to the age where they can 
effectively say what their needs are.) 
PRIMARY TASK to be completed during this stage: Learning to receive. 
PRIMARY RESULTING PROBLEM in adult life when this task is not 
completed: Weak or stormy relationships. 
 
 
PERSONAL TASKS COMMUNITY AND 

FAMILY TASKS 
WHEN THE TASKS 
FAIL 

1. Lives in joy: Expands 
capacity for 
joy, learns that joy is 
one's normal state, and 
builds joy strength. 

Parents delight in the 
infant's wonderful and 
unique existence. 

Weak identity; fear and 
coldness dominate 
bonds with others.  

2. Develops trust. Parents build strong, 
loving, bonds with the 
infant – unconditional 
love. 

Has difficulty bonding, 
which often leads to 
manipulative, 
self-centred isolated, or 
discontented 
personality. 

3. Learns how to 
receive. 

Gives care that matches 
the infant's needs, 
without the infant 
asking. 

Is withdrawn, 
disengaged, self 
stimulating, and 
unresponsive. 

4. Begins to organize 
self into a person 
through relationships. 

Discovers the true 
characteristics of the 
infant's unique identity, 
through attention to the 
child's behaviour and 
character. 

Has an inability to 
regulate emotions. 

5. Learns how to return 
to joy from very 
unpleasant emotion. 

Provides enough safety 
and companionship 
during difficulties, so the 
infant can return to joy 
from any other emotion. 

Has uncontrollable 
emotional outbursts, 
excessive worry and 
depression.  
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The Life Model: MATURITY INDICATORS (page 2 of 5) 
 
THE CHILD STAGE: AGE 4 THROUGH 12 
(Age 12 is the earliest age this stage can be completed.) 
PRIMARY TASK to be completed during this stage: Taking care of self. 
PRIMARY RESULTING PROBLEM in adult life when this task is not 
completed. Not taking responsibility for self. 
 
PERSONAL TASKS COMMUNITY AND 

FAMILY TASKS 
WHEN THE TASKS 
FAIL 

1. Asks for what is 
needed – can say what 
one thinks and feels. 

Teaches and allows 
child to articulate needs. 

Continually contrives 
situations and 
manipulates people in 
desperate attempts to 
receive; poor self-care. 

2. Learns what brings 
personal satisfaction.* 

Helps child to evaluate 
the consequences of 
own behaviours, and to 
identify what satisfies 
him or her. 

Becomes addicted to 
food, drugs, sex, 
money, power, or 
possessions, because 
life lacks purpose. 

3. Develops enough 
persistence to do hard 
things. 

Challenges and 
encourages child to do 
difficult tasks the child 
does not feel like doing. 

Experiences failure, 
remains stuck and 
undependable, is 
consumed with comfort 
and fantasy life. 

4. Develops personal 
resources and talents. 

Provides opportunities 
to develop the child's 
unique talents and 
interests. 

Fills life with 
unproductive activities, 
despite God-given 
abilities. 

5. Knows self and takes 
responsibility to make 
self understandable to 
others. 

Guides in discovering 
the unique 
characteristics of the 
child's heart. 

Fails to develop true 
identity; conforms to 
outside influences that 
misshape identity. 

6. Understands how he 
or she fits into history as 
well as the "big picture" 
of what life is about. 

Educates the child 
about the family history 
as well as the history of 
the family of God. 

Feels disconnected from 
history and is unable to 
protect self from family 
lies or dysfunctions that 
are passed on. 

 
* Find a more in-depth study on Communicating Love on page 42.
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The Life Model: MATURITY INDICATORS (page 3 of 5) 
 
THE ADULT STAGE: AGE 13 TO BIRTH OF 1st CHILD 
(Age 13 is about the earliest age at which adult-level tasks may be 
accomplished.) 
PRIMARY TASK to be completed during this stage: Taking care of two 
people simultaneously. 
PRIMARY RESULTING PROBLEM when this task is not completed: Lacks 
the capacity to be in mutually satisfying relationships. 
 
PERSONAL TASKS COMMUNITY AND 

FAMILY TASKS 
WHEN THE TASKS 
FAIL 

1. Cares for self and 
others simultaneously in 
mutually satisfying 
relationships. 

Provides the chance to 
participate in group life. 

Is self-centered, leaves 
other people dissatisfied 
and frustrated. 

2. Remains stable in 
difficult situations, and 
knows how to return self 
and others to joy. 

Affirms that the young 
adult will make it 
through difficult times. 

Conforms to peer 
pressure, and 
participates in negative 
and destructive group 
activities. 

3. Bonds with peers; 
develops group identity. 

Provides positive 
environment and 
activities where peers 
have time to bond. 

Is a loner, with 
tendencies to isolate; 
shows excessive 
self-importance. 

4. Takes responsibility 
for how personal actions 
affect others, including 
protecting others from 
self. 

Teaches young adults 
that their behaviours 
impact others and 
impact history. 

Is controlling, harmful, 
blaming, and 
unprotective to others. 

5. Contributes to the 
community; articulates 
“who we are", as part of 
belonging to the 
community. 

Provides opportunities 
to be involved in 
important community 
tasks. 

Does not become a 
life-giving contributor to 
the community, is 
self-absorbed and uses 
others - drains society. 

6. Expresses the 
characteristics of his or 
her heart in a deepening 
personal style. 

Holds the person 
accountable, while still 
accepting and affirming 
the aspects of his or her 
true self. 

Is driven to "play roles", 
prove self to the world, 
get results, and seek 
approval. 
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The Life Model: MATURITY INDICATORS (page 4 of 5) 
 
THE PARENT STAGE: BIRTH OF 1st CHILD UNTIL YOUNGEST CHILD 
HAS BECOME AN ADULT 
PRIMARY TASK to be completed during this stage: Sacrificially taking care of 
children. 
PRIMARY RESULTING PROBLEM when this task is not accomplished: 
Distant or conflicted family relationships. 
 
PERSONAL TASKS COMMUNITY AND 

FAMILY TASKS 
WHEN THE TASKS 
FAIL 

1. Protects, serves, and 
enjoys one's family. 

The community gives 
the opportunity for both 
parents to sacrificially 
contribute to their family. 

Family members are (1) 
at risk, (2) deprived, and 
(3) feel worthless or 
unimportant. 

2. Is devoted to taking 
care of children without 
expecting to be taken 
care of by the children 
in return. 

The community 
promotes devoted 
parenting. 

Children have to take 
care of parents, which is 
impossible, and often 
leads to (1) child 
abuse/neglect and/or (2) 
“parentified" children - 
this actually blocks their 
maturity instead of 
facilitating it. 

3. Allows and provides 
spiritual parents and 
siblings for their 
children. 

The community 
encourages 
relationships between 
children and extended 
spiritual family 
members. 

Children are vulnerable 
to peer pressure, to 
cults, to any misfortune, 
and are less likely to 
succeed in life's goals. 
Parents get 
overwhelmed without 
extended family support. 

4. Learns how to bring 
children through difficult 
times, and return to joy 
from other emotions. 

The community supports 
parents by giving them 
encouragement, 
guidance, breaks, and 
opportunities to 
recharge. 

Hopeless, depressed, 
disintegrating family 
units develop. 
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The Life Model: MATURITY INDICATORS (page 5 of 5) 
 
THE ELDER STAGE: BEGINNING WHEN YOUNGEST CHILD HAS 
BECOME AN ADULT 
PRIMARY TASK to be completed during this stage: Sacrificially taking care 
of the community. 
PRIMARY RESULTING PROBLEM when this task is not accomplished: The 
overall maturity of the community declines. 
 
PERSONAL TASKS COMMUNITY AND 

FAMILY TASKS 
WHEN THE TASKS 
FAIL 

1. Establishes an 
accurate community 
identity, and acts like 
self in the midst of 
difficulty. 

The community 
recognizes elders in the 
community. 

There is 
meaninglessness, 
disorder, loss of 
direction, and 
disintegration of all 
social structures from 
government to family. 

2. Prizes each 
community member, 
and enjoys the true self 
in each individual. 

The community provides 
opportunities for elders 
to be involved with 
those in all of the other 
maturity stages. 

Life-giving interactions 
diminish, along with 
life-giving 
interdependence, 
stunting the community's 
growth. Fragile, at-risk 
people fail to heal or 
survive. 

3. Parents and matures 
the community. 

The community creates 
a structure to help the 
elders do their job, 
which allows people at 
every stage of maturity 
to interact properly with 
those in other stages, 
and listen to the wisdom 
of maturity. 

When elders do not 
lead, unqualified people 
do, resulting in immature 
interactions at every 
level of the community. 

4. Gives life to those 
without a family through 
spiritual adoption. 

Places a high value on 
being a spiritual family 
to those with no family. 

When the "familyless" 
are not individually taken 
care of, poverty, 
violence, crisis, crime, 
and mental disorders 
increase. 
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COMMUNICATING LOVE 
 
Proverbs 10:12  “…Hatred stirs up contentions,  but 
love covers all transgressions…”  
 
LOVE IS THE MARK OF A CHRISTIAN 
 
It is indeed a sure fact that love covers a multitude of 
sin.   
 
Take for instance a child caught out red handed 
committing a transgression – the parent’s love for 
that child doesn’t condemn him forever!  Yes, he 
may get a good hiding or scolding, but in the end, 
love comes through and covers up all harsh words, 
and even red backsides! 
 
And, the child answers that love by forgiving so readily!   
 
Have you noticed how easy a child forgives?  Oh, that we may all become like 
little children again! 
For the child who grows up in a stable home and in a healthy family, it is so 
much easier to go through life in one piece.  That child absorbs the loving 
relationship between his parents day after day, and it fills him with a 
confidence that they love him also.  This inspires him to go out into the world 
and give love to others.                                                                           
 
On the other hand, children often attract guilt upon themselves when parents 
have a stressful relationship.  A parent therefore has such a tremendous 
responsibility to give that child peace of mind,  by working progressively 
towards a peaceful and healthy relationship between father and mother, and 
creating a safe and warm environment for the child to develop in.   
 
This pattern in the home creates the blueprint for the child that he ‘files’ in his 
subconscious mind and he will implement it the moment he grows up and 
finds himself with the same responsibilities of marriage and family life. 
 
John 13:35  …By this shall all men know that you are My disciples, if you love 
one another and if you keep showing love among yourselves… 
 
Love is a command from the Lord ~ Love features our identity as Christians ~ 
Love binds us together as a Christian society! 
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If we love one another as the Word teaches us, the world will see it, the 
world will get hungry and thirsty for it and the world will come knocking at our 
door to get touched by it.  Why is that?  What is drawing them?  Love is the 
pure manifestation of Jesus Christ within us, and by shedding our love 
abroad, the world will know that we belong to Him. 
 
But how can we show love if we haven’t been loved?  We need an example of 
course!  And what better one can we have than looking at the love Jesus has 
for us!  After all, He came from Heaven to earth, to show the way ~ from the 
earth to the cross, our debt to pay ~ from the cross to the grave ~ from the 
grave to the sky…  In the same way, we as parents must follow in His 
footsteps, leading in paths of righteousness, feeding with love and patience, 
and creating a safe-house for our children to develop and mature in …to 
secure them ~ in Him and in love. 
Of course love consists of two sides:  Giving and receiving. 
 
In giving, action is taken.  In receiving, feeling is experienced.  It is not 
always such a simple task to give love, for sometimes you don’t know how 
your way of giving that love, will be received.  Different people will interpret 
love in various ways.  You get, for instance, those who say they love, but 
don’t show it.  On the other hand, you have those who go through the motions 
of showing love, but never voice it.  And then there are those who practice 
both, but have no emotions going along with it. 
 
There is a balance in all of these.  That balance we will have if we live, and 
move and have our being in Him.  Jesus Christ is our perfect example of love, 
because He is Love.  Let’s look for instance how He acted out love in the 
practical, every day life during those three years of His ministry on earth: 
 
Matthew 8: 2, 3  ... And behold, a leper came up to Him and, prostrating 
himself, worshiped Him, saying, Lord, if You are willing, You are able to 
cleanse me by curing me.  And He reached out His hand and touched him, 
saying, I am willing… 
 
Mark 10:13  …And they kept bringing young children to Him that He might 
touch them …and He said:  Allow the children to come to Me – for to such 
belongs to the Kingdom of God… 
 
Luke 13:34 …O Jerusalem, Jerusalem, you who continue to kill the prophets 
and to stone those who are sent to you!   
How often I have desired and yearned to gather you children together 
around Me, as a hen gathers her young under her wings, but you would not! 
 
Luke 22:51  …But Jesus said, Permit them to go so far as to seize Me.  And 
He touched the little insignificant ear and healed him… 
 
Luke 23:34  …And Jesus prayed, Father, forgive them, for they know not 
what they do… 
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You see here that Jesus expressed love through touching, speaking, 
weeping, healing and praying.  These are just a few examples – there is a 
vast spectrum to be seen in the Word which portrays the infinite love He 
demonstrates even today in a great variety of manners ~ whether it be 
supernaturally or through His Body here on earth. 
Become still for a moment, look inside your own heart, and discern what your 
greatest need is.  Is it perhaps to feel loved, accepted?  God has created man 
with this vacuum ~ which can only be filled by love, firstly, from God and then 
from man’s fellow creatures.  And He has created us with the capacity to give 
love. 
 
But how do we give our love effectively?  What paths do we have to follow to 
end up in the right place ~ together with our children and those around us? 
 
If you are a parent, you will know that it’s not that simple to communicate your 
love effectively all the time.   
 
We make mistakes, and we tend to repeat those mistakes.  Sometimes it 
takes a long time to repair that damage, to build trust and to break down walls 
between you and your child or any other person, for that matter.   The 
‘crowbar’ needed here, is love!  Often emotion has to take second place in 
this kind of repairing.  Sometimes we must take a rational decision to break 
down those barriers.  
 
To achieve an effective result here, a few things must be kept in mind: 
♥Love is not ……. To give your children or others everything they desire. 
♥Love is not ……. To let them always have their way. 
♥Love is not ……. To never let them wait. 
♥Love is not ……. To never let them cry. 
♥Love is not ……. To compromise God’s instructions in bringing them up or 
making them feel good. 
♥Love is …………To give yourself.   
 

 
In order to achieve this, we must learn to discern the different  “color and 
sound” of love!  We must discern the “wave” on which the other person is and 
how he will interpret and receive our love-gestures.  Love has in a sense an 
emotional color and sound to it.  
 
That which one person experiences as love, another can quite easily interpret 
as rejection, and there are a few more examples in this! 
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Listen and watch for instance when people near you talk in a foreign language 
which you don’t understand.  You can only interpret the meaning of their 
words by watching their reactions, listening to the tone of their voices and 
perceiving how the one talked to, reacts.  Often it “seems” and “sounds” as if 
they are offensive or defensive, but the next moment they will laugh, pat each 
other on the shoulder and walk away.  It’s because that language is foreign to 
you, and you could only interpret it on your level of perception. 
 
The same happens when your perception of giving love, is not understood by 
the other person ~ he misinterprets it for something else, and misses it.  And 
you may feel rejected by his reaction. 
 

 
 

It is, however, very true that love is a universal language!  There are many 
ways to communicate love: 
 
• To serve one another 
• To encourage 
• Giving time to one another 
• Touching and being close enough to be touched 
• By giving 
 
 
1.  SERVING ONE ANOTHER 
 
Galatians 5:13  …For you, brethren, were called to freedom;  only do not let 
your freedom be an incentive to your flesh and an opportunity or excuse for 
selfishness, but through love you should serve one another”… 
 
How can we express love by serving?  Have your ever experienced that you 
want something to be done so badly, like for instance your vehicle needs 
washing, but you just don’t have the time and you need it to go somewhere?  
And then, when you get to it, you find that someone saw your need, and did it 
for you?  Emotions of gratitude flood you immediately, isn’t it?  And then you 
look for opportunities to do something to recompense that person? 
 
You serve with love every time you see someone’s need and go out of 
your way to do something for him or her.  It is doing something that is 
not necessarily your responsibility, but just because you saw the need, 
you decided to do it for him or her. 
 
Titus 3:8  …so that those who have believed in God may be careful to apply 
themselves to honorable occupations and to doing good, for such things are 
not only excellent and right in themselves, but they are good and profitable for 
the people … 
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2.  ENCOURAGING ONE ANOTHER 
 
Romans 12:10  …Love one another with brotherly affection as members of 
one family, giving precedence and showing honor to one another… 
 
Words are a powerful medium, whether it is spoken audibly, written down, or 
even received in the mind or spirit.  Words can build up, encourage, influence, 
inspire, reject, hurt and love.  Words can even create ~ in the physical or 
spiritual realm.  
 
Ever noticed how an encouraging word draws open a dull curtain in 
someone’s eyes?  Even if it’s just for a flash of a second, a word of building 
up, praise or a compliment sincerely meant lightens up somebody else’s 
countenance.  And, it is a seed that you have planted in that person, and it will 
surely grow!   
It is worth the effort to practice yourself in being an encourager.  One day, 
when you least expect it, this bread that you have cast on the waters, will 
surely return to you! 
 
 
3.  GIVING YOUR TIME 
 
Colossians 4:5  … making the very most of the time and seizing the 
opportunity… 
 
Time is precious, isn’t it? 
 
I have come to the conclusion that time can be our enemy, or it can be a 
reliable friend.  It all depends on if we have given our time as a sacrifice to 
God to be redeemed unto His Kingdom.   
 
We often pray:  “Lord, I want to be like You ~ I want to think like You, talk like 
You, have Your power in my every-day life and ministry”.  But we fall short of 
spending quality time with Him in an intimate atmosphere.  How then can we 
expect to be conformed to Him?  How can we expect to grow and mature in 
our walk in life and be likeminded to Christ? 
 
If you are a child of the Father, you are on the guest-list to sit at the feast table 
of the King every day.   Here He wants to sit with you and share His heart 
while you can have sweet communion with each other.  Don’t ever allow one 
meal to go by with your chair being empty! 
 
This is true in every relationship.  The more time we spend with another 
person, the better we get to know each other ~ and if we are perceptive, we 
will absorb the good from each other and give it out to others.   
 
This is called fellowship.   
 
Our children need our quality time.   Have you ever watched an animal, like 
for instance a dog or a cat lying in their basket with her newborn litter?   
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She allows you (although not at ease), to pick them up one by one to cuddle 
and stroke them, but the moment you put them back with her, she sniffs them 
through, and then shuffle them into a position until she is satisfied.  It is just as 
amazing to watch sheep with their newborn, grazing in the field.   
 
Those little lambs wander off, bundle together and have a ball playing in the 
grass.  But the moment the flock starts moving in a direction, and those sheep 
all start bleating, the lambs start bleating, and to us they all sound the same.  
But, I promise you, every lamb ends up with his own mother, because she 
sniffs him out!  And beware the lamb that tries to suck from the wrong 
mother!   
 
She just gives him a rough bump with the nose!   I am telling you this to 
illustrate how we can “sniff” our children by spending quality time with them. 
 
Out there in the world they can pick up all sorts of strange ideas, and bring it 
home with them.   
 
If we don’t take the time to sit and talk with them, listening to their hearts, we 
will grow apart and get estranged from each other, and they will wander off 
into strange playgrounds and end up with the wrong “mothers!” 
 
To give your ear and mouth to someone else, can be interpreted as a love-act 
by that person.  To communicate, involves that you invest yourself by listening 
and responding in love and sharing of yourself. 
 
Hebrews 13:16  …But to do good and to communicate, forget not:  for with 
such sacrifices God is well pleased… 
 
 
4.  TOUCHING AND BEING CLOSE ENOUGH TO BE TOUCHED 
 
Mark 10: 13, 16  …And they kept bringing young children to Him that He 
might touch them … 
v.16  …And He took the children one by one in His arms and fervently 
invoked a blessing, placing His hands upon them… 
 
Your whole day can be lighted up by a touch in time.  If you are a woman, you 
must have experienced the difference it makes when your husband brushes 
by, touching you for a brief moment?   Or if you’re a man, doesn’t it warm your 
heart when you are busy in your study with those boring accounts, and your 
wife comes in with a cup of tea and massages those weary shoulders?   
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These are touches that say:  “I miss you.  You are important to me.  I see 
what you are doing for me, I want to be with you”. 
 
Likewise a child thrives under the loving touch of his parents.  Learn to touch 
~ not only with your hands, but with your eyes also! 
 
 
5.  GIVING 
 
John 3:16  …For God so greatly loved and dearly prized the world that He 
even gave up His only begotten Son… 
 
To receive in love, is just as an important gesture as to give in love. 
Some people are natural givers, and it comes quite easy for them to give. 
 
It warms the heart when an unexpected gift is received ~ however small, it 
doesn’t matter.  It is especially those gifts you receive apart from special days 
like birthdays, etc.  When you get the unction next time to buy a flower for a 
friend, don’t ignore it;  try it!  It brings a warmth and softness in the heart and 
eye. 
 

 
If love then is a universal language, but everyone doesn’t understand it the 
same way, what is the solution? 
 
We can start by examining ourselves.  Which of the above-mentioned 
manners of love giving do you feel comfortable with?  Which one is you?  
 
Then that one is your number one way of expressing love and it will also be 
the way in which you will expect to be loved.  Now, list the rest of the above 
mentioned manners in the order from the most you to the least you.  
 
Let’s look at a few examples to illustrate this principle: 
 
The “Toucher” and the Communicator 
 
Ben and Veronica were married for 15 years – they had a good marriage, 
however, in some way or other, they always missed each other. 
 
When they heard about the different manners of loving, all became clear. 
 
Ben is a toucher.  He wants to show love by touching and being close, and 
that is the way he expects to be loved too. 
 
Veronica is a communicator.  She wants to talk, to encourage, etc., and that 
is the way she expects to be loved by others, especially by her husband. 
 
Of course they would miss the mark! 
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Once they realized which love-language was top priority for each of them, 
they could meet each other on their own levels and be fulfilled. 
 
The Giver 
 
Mr. and Mrs. Greenwood have three children.  The middle one, John, is a 
giver.  Since he was a toddler, you could always find him busy ‘making’ 
something, wrapping it in gift-paper, or wanting to buy some things for the 
other members of the family.  Gift giving is John’s main way of 
communicating love!  And that will also be the love-language he will 
understand when given to him. 
 
The Server and the Listener 
 
Think of Martha and Mary.  Martha was a server;  Mary was the “quality 
time giver” and a good listener.  Had Martha understood this, it would have 
been no problem for her having to do the work all by herself.  That was 
anyway her way of showing her love for the Lord – by serving Him and His 
disciples.   
 
Mary, on the other hand, was hanging on His lips, sitting there in awe ~ not at 
all interested in the preparation of food for this group of men or in serving 
them in the physical! 
 
Luke 10:38-40  …Now while they were on their way, it occurred that Jesus 
entered a certain village, and a woman named Martha received and 
welcomed Him into her house.  And she had a sister named Mary, who 
seated herself at the Lord’s feet and was listening to His teaching.  But 
Martha, overly occupied and too busy, was distracted with much serving;  and 
she came up to Him and said, Lord, is it nothing to You that my sister has left 
me to serve alone?  Tell her then to help me to lend a hand an do her part 
along with me! … 
 
Now look at that!  Two sisters from the same family, the one a devoted server, 
and the other ……a devoted listener! 
 
Martha’s concept of giving and receiving love was: “Tomorrow morning I must 
get up at five to kneed the bread, to pick some fresh herbs and to prepare 
those delicacies for the Master and His men.  Oh I am going to make it worth 
the while for them!   Just to see them enjoying this food, will make me happy!”  
Martha showed her love by serving, but wrongly expected the same from 
Mary! 
 
Mary on the other hand, was probably thinking:  “Tomorrow the Master will be 
here!  Glory!  To think I will have a whole day of sitting at His feet, listening to 
His words of wisdom!  Who wants to eat?  I can just sit there and drink and 
eat my spirit to the fill ~ sheer pleasure!”  
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See how easily we can misinterpret each other?  Now think for a moment 
about yourself, think about your spouse or children or parents or friends. 
 
See if you can “categorize” them in one of these groups.   
 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
The manner of love you prefer, will be the manner that you yourself use the 
most – more than the other manners. 
 
You are capable of communicating love in all the other ways too, it is just that 
you prefer your own, special way.  Practice yourself, however, in all the other 
ways of communicating love, and be sensitive for others. 
 
If you have children in your life, be on the lookout for their specific love-
language.  At a certain age, from about 7-8, their preference will start 
showing. 
 
Remember, you are a unique person, created by a living God.  He has made 
you with all those specific capabilities.  Although the circumstances in which 
you were brought up can distort your perception of the giving and receiving of 
love, you are uniquely “wired” by God to speak this love-language. 
 
But also remember this:   
 
Philippians 2:3,4  ... Instead, in the true spirit of humility, let each regard the 
others as better than and superior to himself, thinking more highly of one 
another than you do of yourselves.  Let each of you esteem and look upon 
and be concerned for not merely his own interests, but also each for the 
interests of others. 
 
You may have all the gifts of the Spirit, but if you don’t have love, you fail. 
 
Therefore, be prepared to be flexible towards others, in order to learn their 
specific love-language.  Don’t love yourself more than others – esteem others’ 
needs higher than your own. 
 
Train yourself and your children in biblical love.  That is the ultimate guide to 
teach us how to communicate love ~ love without  “self” pulling it! 
 
Aim towards creating a home for your family (and yourself), which is feathered 
out with love ~ if love is communicated unconditionally in the home, it will waft 
out to the world and to others who need it desperately! 
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By this the world will see and smell and follow. 
 
1 Thessalonians 3:12  …And may the Lord make you to increase and excel 
and overflow in love for one another and for all people, just as we also do for 
you. 
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PETITION FOR MEETING OF BASIC NEEDS 
 
Father, God of Israel, You are the Creator of the Heavens and the Earth! You 
have Created  _______, You formed his/her inward parts; You did knit 
________ in his/her Mother’s womb. (Ps 139: 13) 
 
Because You chose to give ________ the Breath of Life – he/she lives today! 
Regardless whether ________’s parents planned or wanted him/her, You 
chose to have given ________ life, welcoming 
him/her into this world! 
 
Father, _________ ‘s basic needs, he/she has had 
since conception, have not been met to the extent of 
being able to grow to full maturity.  
 
The lacking of acceptance, security, sense of purpose, nurturing, 
acknowledgement, etc have caused ________ to experience trauma and 
blocking his/her way to mental, emotional and spiritual maturity. 
 
We bring _________ to Your Throne 
of Grace, placing him/her at Your feet 
and petitioning You to start a 
recreation work in his/her life, in the 
Name of Jesus. 

 
Thank You, 
Father that You 
are not bound by time and can start this work in 
_______ even from the time of conception. We petition 
against Father Time and his time clocks over ________ 
life, in Jesus Name. We pray that he/ she be unbound 
from any of the stages of development, preventing 
________ to grow to full maturity.  
 
We ask You to redeem back every second of his/her life 

from Father Time that has held him back, in Jesus 
Name. We petition You to start to stimulate his/her 
neuron connections, as You spiritually meet each of 
the basic needs _______ experienced at those 
specific stages in his/her life.  
 
Even where curses and sin have caused certain 
traits to be almost embedded in the brain and 
blocking certain connections and growth, we 
petition You, as You cleanse him/her from these sins, to start to reconnect the 
dendrites for new Godly pathways in his/her brain. 
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Father, we know that it is You who open 
new ways for us, where there seem to be 
no way. You fill up the valleys and flatten 
the hills. Therefore do this to _________ 
mind, according to Your Word in Isaiah 
40: 3 – 4.  
 
Where damage has been done to 
_______ during pregnancy due to lack of 
nutrition, alcohol, drugs or smoking, we 
petition full restoration of his/her body, 
soul and spirit from that time. 
 
We petition You Father, to start to cleanse ________ from all 
negative and damaging thought patterns, perceptions of life in 
general, of himself, others as well as of who You are. Will You 
fill those empty ‘buckets’ of need with Your unconditional love 
and teach _________ to discover joy camp and start living from 
Your overflowing supply of acceptance, security and comfort. 
 
Father, we pray that You will cancel every ungodly, unhealthy 
balance or type of neurotransmitters and other chemicals/ 
hormones in his/her life, blocking change of thought patterns 
and causing anger, aggression or depression.  
 
We pray that even the unhealthy 
demand by the receptors will be 
removed, that the shape and 
sensitivity of all receptors will 
change according to Your supply of 
love, in Jesus Name.  
 
Father, we ask You to remove all ungodly barriers between the needed 
neurons and to break any ungodly seals over certain areas of ________ brain 
in Jesus Name.   
 
We petition that _______ will therefore be enabled to receive Your love, 
acceptance, nurture, etc.  
 
Father God, we petition You, according to Your Word in Isaiah 61, 
that _______ mind’s eyes and mind’s ears will open up and start to 
recognize, see and hear Your truth and be set free from the 
damage and hold of the past. We pray that _______ will become 
well known with joy camp and create new, Godly perceptions. 
 
We pray that an unlocking of _______’s potential, gifts, insight and 
identification with Your opinion of him/her will take place, 
increasingly in _______‘s life, in the Name of Jesus. 
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Father, we pray that as _______ spend more and 
more time in Your healing presence, Your 
overflowing love will fill the needs of _______ as an 
embryo, a new born, a baby, toddler, child, 
teenager, young adult, etc.  
 
(During each and every stage of development 
_________ has already gone through.)  
 
We petition that ________ will eventually even overflow in 
his/her own need ‘buckets’ and be able to, not only grow to 
maturity, but also minister to those around him/her with 
overflowing love and joy. 
 
We pray and petition all of the above in the Name of Jesus 
Christ 
 
Amen! 
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SECTION C: 
UNDERSTANDING OUR SEXUALITY: 
 

LET US FACE THE TRUTH: 
 

Our society is in a sexual crisis. 
We are a sexually damaged society. 

Sexual issues are at the root of many addictions, 
marriage and personal problems. 

Sexual abuse and molestation of children is at an 
all time high. 

37% of all pastors are struggling with pornography. 
The average South African teen watches 14,000 

sexual encounters a year on television alone. 
The divorce rate is 50% for both the church and the 

world. 
Internet pornography has infiltrated our homes, polluted 

our businesses and even defiled our churches. 
In our country, 30% of all teenagers under the age of 15 have had 

sexual intercourse. 
Teenage pregnancy is on the increase. 

Abortion has become a way of life. 
  

WE NEED HELP! 
 
LAYING THE FOUNDATIONS: 
 
YOU WERE DESIGNED WITH SEX IN MIND 
 
In case you hadn't noticed, when God created and 
fashioned you, He did it with sex in mind.  
 
Your very bodies were designed as male and female to be 
perfectly fit together in sexual unity. 
 
Our sexuality is just a physical expression of our covenant relationship. 
 
Matthew 19:4-6  “And He answered and said to them, ‘Have you not read that 
He who made them at the beginning made them male and 
female.’”  
 
Definition of covenant: the promises or agreement 
made by two or more parties to do or keep from doing a 
specified thing. 
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In marriage, God requires a man and a woman to become one flesh and to 
covenant not to have sexual relationships physically or mentally with anyone 
else.                  
If they do, it is considered adultery. 
 
SO WHAT DOES ALL THIS COVENANT STUFF HAVE TO DO WITH SEX? 
 
In order to protect your sexuality, you have to 
understand it.  
 
When we don't know the purpose for something we can 
use it in a wrong way.  
 
First, we have to understand that we were created 
spirit, soul, and body. Our soul contains our mind, 
memory, emotions, and will. 
 
Sex is not just a physical thing! 
 
So if we abuse our sexuality, it can affect us spiritually, emotionally, mentally, 
and physically. 
 
Anytime we use our sexuality outside of a covenant marriage relationship, we 
have abused it.  
 
We were created for covenant, our sexuality was also created for covenant. 
God did not make it hard to be sexually faithful. Sin has made it hard. 
 
SEXUAL IMPRINTS: 
 
God created your sexuality like a soft wax / 
clay so when you had your first sexual 
relationship with your husband or wife, there 
would be an imprint left on your sexual 
desires. 
 
God really made it easy to be faithful. We 
have made it hard.  
Because God designed us for covenant, He created our sexuality in such a 
way that when we entered into sexual intimacy with our covenant partner we 
would be forever marked with a desire for that experience.  
 
This would make it easy not to desire other people or other sexual 
experiences. 
 
When we have other sexual experiences outside the marriage 
relationship it creates confusion in our sexual desires, unfaithful 
thoughts and feelings, and it robs us of sexual peace within the 
marriage. 
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Imprinting comes from two main sources:  
1) our first time experience, and  
2) from repeated experience.  
 
Both of these will affect our sexuality permanently 
unless healed or restored by God.                                                                 
 
Sexual imprinting does not come from just having 
intercourse. It comes from anything that affects our 
sexuality. 
 
We protect our sexuality by not allowing other sexual experiences to imprint 
us sexually. 
 
THAT STUFF SOUNDS GOOD, BUT IT'S NOT THE REAL WORLD 
 
The world we live in does make it difficult to do things God's 
way. God's Word says that nothing is impossible with 
Him. 
 
We live in a world where sexual purity is not the 
norm. From:  
■ music,  
■ Internet, 
■ TV,  
■ movies,  
■ video games,  
■ books,  
■ advertisements,  
■ and from lifestyles of those around us; 
we are bombarded with messages contrary to 
God's Word. 
 
These messages tell us that:  
■ it is okay to have sex outside marriage;  
■ it is okay to watch other people having sex;  
■ it is okay to have sex with people of the same sex. 
 
They also tell us we must look, smell and act sexy in order to 
feel good about ourselves and to be loved and accepted. 
 
God has created everyone to need love and acceptance. 
Because our society has turned from God, oftentimes those 
needs are unmet.       
                                                         
To have those basic needs met, people have turned to 
sexual relationships. However, sex was not designed to 
meet those needs and it always fails.  
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Our culture has confused love and acceptance with sexual desire and 
intimacy.  
 
As young people who know God, we basically have a choice to make. 
 
We can no longer abuse our sexuality by using it for purposes it was not 
created for...  
■ It wasn't created for a lot of different people.  
■ It wasn't created to experiment with.  
■ It wasn't created to be used outside of the marriage 
relationship.  
■ It wasn't created for other people to watch.  
■ It wasn't created for us to use ourselves.  
 
It was created with covenant in mind! 
 
We have a responsibility to protect our sexuality from wrong messages. 
 
It's important to guard your ear gate and your eye gate.  
■ music you listen to,  
■ the movies and television you watch,  
■ and the conversations you hear  
 
Song of Solomon, Chapter 3, Verse 5, it tells us not to 
awaken love before its time.  
Listening to music or watching things that are very 
sexual in nature can begin to awaken desires in us that 
we are not ready for.  
Because lust is a very strong desire, it can lead us to 
make bad choices. 
 
There are serious consequences to making poor 
choices. 
■ Teenage pregnancy 
■ Sexually transmitted diseases 
■ Etc. 
 
HOW AM I SUPPOSED TO FIND OUT ABOUT SEX? 
 
God made your sexuality a  very important part of you, it is only natural for 
you to want to know about sex as you get older.  
 
Many times it is curiosity that causes young people to expose 
themselves to impure sexual things like a:  

•  Playboy Magazine                                                    
•  Pornographic movie,  
•  or experimenting with another person. 

 
These kinds of exposure can give you confusing and 
perverted (wrong) messages about sex.  
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Some people grow up with the messages like: 
•  sex is dirty;  
•  you shouldn't talk about sex;  
•  sex is only to be talked about with grown-ups. 

 
Sometimes the messages you get from church and home 
about sex, say, "Just don't do it."  
They say it's wrong but they don't always tell you why. 
God tells us that things are wrong when He knows they 
will hurt us.  
 
God knows that sex outside of marriage damages our ability 
to be faithful in our covenant relationship. 
 
It is not wrong to want to understand your sexuality and to be 
curious about sexual things.  
 
It only becomes destructive when you satisfy your 
curiosity in ways that  
cause your sexuality to be exposed to impure sexual 
imprinting. 
 
WHAT ARE SOME OF THE THINGS TO AVOID AND WHY? 
 
MASTURBATION: 
 
It's when you stimulate yourself physically to the point of 
orgasm. 
 

•  It can become addicting.  
•  It brings a physical release.  
•  Releases chemicals in the brain.  
•  Can find your desire to do it increasing.  
•  After awhile, whenever you feel upset or tense, you 

will find a desire to masturbate. 
 
Most teenagers think that they can do it and when they get married they will 
just stop. That is a lie. Many adults still struggle with masturbation in their 
marriage.  
 
It is how they were sexually imprinted and until that imprinting is cleansed that 
desire is there.  
 
Is it sin?  
 
It's easy to tell:  

•  Do you feel ashamed?  
•  Is it something you would want your parents to 

know, people at your                                              
church or at school?  
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Shame is always the result of sin and masturbation is accompanied by 
shame.  
 
Whenever we are ashamed of something, we will hide it and do it in secret. 
That's a pretty good indicator that masturbation is sin.  
 
PORNOGRAPHY: 
 
You also need to avoid pornography because it also creates 
sexual imprinting.  
It creates desires for certain body types, for perverted sexual 
practices, and often leads to masturbation. 
 
Pornography is anything that you can visually see either in 
magazines, books, movies, videos, on the internet, cell phones or 
computer games that depict other people in a sexual nature.  
 
It can also be what you hear through things like music, 
movies, or videos. 
 
Pornography allows you to be sexually stimulated without the 
responsibilities or risks of relationship. A centre-fold can not 
reject you.  
 
Relationship and intimacy takes work, sacrifice, 
commitment and                                                      
communication. All of these can be avoided 
through the use of                                                       
pornography. 
 
Pornography can create dissatisfaction with the 
reality of life.  
 
People who have been imprinted sexually with 
pornography are usually never happy and satisfied in a normal covenant 
sexual relationship unless they are healed. 
 
Pornography many times depicts perverted sexual 
acts. 
It is a lie to say I can look at pornography now, but 
when I get married I will stop. It will still affect you.  
 
You will either keep looking at it and hide it because of 
your shame, or you will be frustrated and resentful that 
your covenant relationship is not meeting the                                                 
wrong desires that are in you.  
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THE DATING GAME IS A DANGEROUS GAME 
 
Dating is part of the reason why our divorce rate is 
so high. 
 
So how does dating help us practice for divorce?  
Because we make commitment or promises that are 
a form of covenant to another person and then we 
break them.  
We have not learned how to work through problems 
and issues; we have learned to move on when there 
are problems.  
 
Our souls continue to seek after the excitement of a 
new relationship and we may have problems with 
finding satisfaction in the attention of just one person. 
 
Sexual desires can be satisfied without intercourse. This 
will always lead to wrong sexual imprinting. 
 
Many teenagers use drugs and alcohol, which leads to a 
break down in self-control and creates an inability to say, 
"No”. 
 
Their sexuality was imprinted with the feelings created by alcohol 
and/or drugs. 
 
Dating is dangerous because it leads to robbery. God does not like 
robbery. If we take another person's virginity, we have just robbed 
their future husband or wife.  
 
If we take a part of another person's heart and break it, we have just 
robbed their future husband or wife.  
 
If we damage a person's ability to trust, we have just robbed their 
future husband or wife and them.  
 
It can also rob the purity and the specialness of your wedding 
day and wedding night.  
Until we are ready to make a lifetime covenant being in love is just 
a lie. 
 
Just as God's love for us has caused Him to make an everlasting 
covenant with us, true love must be mature enough to enter into 
covenant. 
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How can I have fun if I don't date? You can have fun by doing things in the 
safety of a group. 
 
How will I ever find 
the right person if I 
don't date?  
 
You don't have to. You can 
leave that job up to the Lord. He 
will speak to your heart and let you know, "This is the one I have chosen for 
you.“ 
 
By getting the witness of your parents, pastors, and other spiritual leaders, 
you protect yourself from making a mistake that will affect the                                      
rest of your life.  
 
There are a lot of wrong reasons to get married. The only 
right reason is because God has said, "This is the time and 
this is the one." 
 
COURTSHIP: 
 
This is the time to begin to build your emotional and spiritual 
intimacy while still saving your physical intimacy for after 
covenant.  
It's a time to get to know each other and to get to know 
each other's family and friends at a more intimate level. 
 
If you make the decision not to date because of its dangers, 
it will be one of the best decisions that you will ever make.  
You will protect yourself and save yourself physically, 
emotionally, sexually, and spiritually for your covenant mate. 
 
So get a good support system of friends and people who will pray for you and 
encourage you in your decision.  
 
Also, know that because this is God's way and not 
the world's way, He will support you with His grace 
and love.  
 
If you get tempted, call upon the power of His Holy 
Spirit and He will answer you!  
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SEX AND THE HUMAN SPIRIT: 
 
Lets go back to the Garden of Eden….  

 
The very first command God gave man 
was to have sex. It was placed in the 
context of being fruitful and to multiply – 
i.e. having sex! 
 
Scripture is clear that Adam and Eve 
did not obey that command until after 
the fall. They did not “know” each other 
until after the fall. 
 
God intended sexual intercourse to allow husband and 
wife to share their spirits in a life-giving way. 
 
For example:  
 
Many of us have ipods.  We have to update our ipods 
regularly by plugging into our computers which we have 
loaded with new data. These two electronic devices 
synchronize with each other and share data until they 
both have all the data necessary. 
 
God intended for the  
husband and wife to  
grow during the week –  
they then  
“cross-pollinate” and  
share their spirits at  
the moment of sexual  
climax. 
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God created Adam and from Adam He created Eve – 
would they have been able to have resisted the 
temptation if they had been “whole”? 
 
If they had “cross-pollinated” – had a data base 
transfer pre-fall – would that have made them wise 
enough / strong enough to be able to see through the 
demonic strategy and resist it?? 
 
The very first consequence of their sin was that 
they became alienated from their sexuality. 
 
Before they sinned, they were naked and completely at peace with sexuality. 
There was no shame about their nakedness and their sexuality.  
 
The light of the glory of the Lord was shining out of them and they were 
clothed with LIGHT!  
When they sinned, the light went out – and so they defaulted to the fig leaves! 
 
The first consequence of the fall is a sense of shame is attached to the body 
and to sexuality. Since then sex has been used for comfort, physically and 
emotionally, not for spiritual righteous things. 
  
Yet, through all generations, sexuality has been used for unrighteous things. 
We read in the Old Testament, the Israelites were always brought into areas 
of sin by the pagan nations. Idolatry and adultery went 
together. 
 
Worship and sex are profoundly connected in the 
occult realm. In the New Testament we have the 
Greco-Roman cultures had prostitution – worship and 
sex connected again. 
 
In the Body of Christ we have down-played sex and 
have focused on the misuse of sex – the evil of sex and 
have not taught on where does our sexuality, our human spirit and God all 
come together. 
 
God intended there to be an 
incredible sense of worship in 
the consummation of your 
physical intimacy as your spirit 
and your spouse’s spirit and 
God’s Spirit are all magnificently 
united in a comfortable way! 
 
We are not there yet as a people of 
God for TWO reasons: 

1. Lack of legitimacy. 
2. Lack of instruction. 
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Example: 
If your spouse is not faithful in serving God and there could have been 
unfaithfulness in the marriage, then the most profound time for restoration is 
during the act of sex. 
 
Bless every part of your biology of being 
together – declaring all that God has made is 
GOOD!!   
 
It is so important to bring your spirit-man to also 
take the lead in the sexual act. 
 
Most of the time, because of the shame that is 
wrapped around sexuality, when we move 
towards the bedroom,  

• our spirit shuts down,  
• looks the other way,  
• checks out or something,  

because this is a biological and emotional experience – it is not a spiritual 
one.   
 
When you get done after doing “that stuff”, then you can become spiritual 
again and we completely separate being spiritual from the act of sex. 
 
God wants to redeem the entire culture. By any culture’s standard, sexuality 
needs to be redeemed. The enemy has had this amazing gift of God too long! 
 
It is time for us to take back what the devil 
has stolen from us! 
 
There are levels of greatness that you can 
achieve with your spouse when sexuality 
and spirituality are one and the same.  
 
If you continue to have sex as a physical, 
emotional encounter, you are never going 
to reach the heights of intimacy with your spouse or with God or your 
effectiveness in life that you could, if we redeem this! 
 
Now you instruct the spirit directly:  
 
“God designed you spirit to lead in this area. 
God designed you to engage your spouse’s spirit as the 
physical moves to climax and God gives you permission 
to exchange data, to share, to connect with God and with 
each other at the moment of climax.” 
 
So what you are doing is legitimizing and instructing the 
spirit-man of both the man and the woman. 
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Spirit-man, this is a time for you to lead and not to retreat. Wife, I call your 
spirit to fully engage with mine and as you move into the climax, remember: 
This is your moment! This is your time to engage! Go for it!! Take us to a 
place where we have never been before!! 
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HEALING FROM SEXUAL BROKENNESS: 
 
Why would a God who created our very bodies to reflect our sexuality leave 
this part broken and in disrepair? The answer is He wouldn't.  
 
The same power of God that can give you 
new birth through the spirit, heal your body 
and restore your soul can minister to your 
sexuality.  
 
Your faith just needs to be stirred and you 
need to understand your sexuality from 
God's perspective. 
In case you hadn't noticed, when God 
created and fashioned us, He did it with sex in mind.  
 
Our very bodies were designed as male and female to be perfectly fit together 
in sexual unity. God had a higher purpose and we were really designed with 
Covenant in mind.  
 
Our sexuality is a physical expression of our covenant 
relationship.  
 
God did not create Adam and Eves nor did He create Eve 
and Adams. He created one man for one woman. He 
created us for covenant sexuality. 
 
Now because our God is a good God, He created us in 
such a way that it would be easy for us to be faithful to just 
one man or woman. 
 
Our sexuality is not just something physical. It has a spiritual, mental and 
emotional dimension as well.  
 
It is entwined throughout our spirit, soul and body. 
Because it was created for covenant, God designed it to 
work like soft wax.  
 
It would be forever captivated by whatever imprint it first received.  
 
Originally, that imprint would have been with our covenant 
mate. Life was then easy. We would continually have 
sexual desire for them. 
 
God did not make faithfulness hard. He created it to be 
easy. Sin has made it hard.  
 
Our sexual sins have created wrong imprinting which 
creates ungodly desires. It then opens a door to demonic 
activity.  
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SEXUAL DAMAGE: 
 
1. The lack of modesty created sexual damage. It would be called a Level 

One form of sexual abuse.  
 
2. There can be sexual damage and shame created simply from having 

played doctor with the next door neighbour as a child.  
 
3. Children sleeping in their parent's bed or room past the first several 

month can result in:.  
• Sexual damage 
• They will develop insecurity,  
• They have difficulty being alone and  
• They will have problems with individuating.  
 
Many times it is at the root of promiscuity issues, 
especially with women.  

 
4. Damage can come from the children hearing 

their parents have sex if they are in the same 
room. Fear of the sexual act might enter in because they don't know what 
they are hearing or seeing.  

 
5. Sometimes a family will just be crude about sexual issues. Jokes will be 

told.  
 

Or sex is never discussed, affection is never shown. The general attitude 
is that sex is shameful and dirty. Sexual damage has occurred.  

 
6. In very religious homes. The child is confused and never feels 

comfortable expressing his sexuality as an adult. 
 
7. Sometimes we can be teased as children about 

various body parts. They are too small, too big, 
etc. 

 
Many times our body image has to be healed so 
we can feel comfortable expressing ourselves 
sexually. 

 
8. Becoming sexually active at too young of an 

age, creates sexual damage. Children are not emotionally equipped to 
handle what is happening to them. Their sexuality robs them of the 
freedom and innocence of their childhood.  

 
Confusion enters in and as they become adults, they 
have problems truly enjoying sex. On one hand they 
enjoy the physical pleasure but on a deeper emotional 
level, they are angry at sex because of the robbery of 
their childhood.  
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RESULTS OF SEXUAL ABUSE: 
 
Sexual abuse can cause frigidity, impotence, 
premature ejaculation, fear of male or female body 
parts, promiscuity, prostitution, homosexuality, 
homophobia etc.  
It can lead to:  

• drug and alcohol addiction,  
• eating disorders,  
• sleep disorders,  
• marriage problems and  
• other personality disorders.  

 
Sexual abuse victims have to walk through 
forgiveness in 5 main areas:  
 
1 The Perpetrator (the individual/s who abused them) 
  
2 The Protectors (those that should have 
known or protected them) 
 
3 Self (often they are mad at themselves that 
they didn't fight back, or maybe their bodies 
responded to it and they are angry at 
themselves) 
 
4 God (even though we are not in a position to 
forgive God, often people have to recognize they have 
been angry with God.  
"God why didn't You stop it?  
How could You let that happen to me?  
Where were You God, why didn't You answer my 
prayers?"  
 
They have to repent for their anger towards God and 
release their unforgiveness.) 
 
5.  Re-victimizers (those that have re-victimized them 
because they minimized the abuse, didn't believe them.  
 
Some basic issues related to what has 
happened.  
 
1. Whenever a child has been violated sexually, 
their sexual boundaries have been broken 
down.  
 
This often affects their abilities to have healthy 
boundaries in other areas. Their "no” has been taken away from them. 
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Whenever a person has had their boundaries violated and broken as a child, 
one of two things will occur:  

• Either they will become a person with walls. 
They will have difficulty letting anyone come in 
to their life.  

• Or they will have no boundaries whatsoever. 
Anything can come in at any time, good or 
bad.  

 
Healthy boundaries give us the ability to allow 
certain things to come in to our lives that are 
good for us along with the ability to say "no” to 
other things.  
 
Frigidity is an example of walls. Nothing can come in.  
 
Promiscuity is an example of no boundaries, anything can come in.  
 
The ability to have healthy boundaries must be restored for the sexual abuse 
victim. 
 

1. "Basic trust" has been broken. This is a foundation that is laid in a 
child from birth to adolescence.  

 
• When a baby cries because he's hungry and is fed, basic trust is 

established.  
• When daddy says he's going to do something and he does, 

basic trust is established. 
 
Basic trust creates the ability in us to have relationship, communication 
and intimacy, to be able to submit to authority, and to relax. 
 
When basic trust has been broken, people are afraid to 
need anyone.  
If they let themselves need someone, they won't be there 
for them and that's just too painful.  

• They won't reach out for help.  
• They don't allow anyone to really get to know them.  
• They have difficulty submitting to anyone even God.  

 
At the root of most rebellion issues, lies a problem with 
basic trust. 
 
It takes unconditional love and being there for people in 
order to help their basic trust to be restored. 
 
Men need to learn to treat women emotionally in a way that 
they desire to give themselves to the man. That is when they 
will both experience the greatest sexual fulfillment. 
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God has fashioned us in an interesting way.  
 
The key to unlock a woman's body is her emotions and the key to 
unlock a man's emotions is through his body.  
 
In other words, for a woman to be able to fully give 
herself to a man she must feel emotionally 
connected and cared for.  
 
For a man to be able to let down his emotional 
walls and become truly intimate, he needs to 
connect physically to a woman.  
 
When it interlocks, it is a perfect fit. 
 
SYMPTOMS OF SEXUAL ABUSE IN:  
 
A.  PRE SCHOOL CHILDREN 

• Tension and fear in the presence of certain 
people - withdraw. 

• A sudden fear of bathrooms, will not undress. 
• Masturbation – all forms (rub against chairs; 

cushions; dolls; doctor-doctor; insert objects into 
vagina / anus; pull down pants; etc. 

• Insomnia, nightmares. 
• Cry a lot, cling to parents and do not want to stay with other people. 
• Personality changes – a quiet child will become hyperactive. 
• Tender / itchy genitals. 
 

B. PRIMARY SCHOOL CHILDREN 
 

• School work deteriorates – lack of concentration 
• Insomnia – dresses in many layers of clothes. 
• Listlessness – no energy. 
• Scared to be alone with men and boys. 
• Poor appetite / over eating for comfort. 
• Poor personal hygiene – wants to look ugly. 
• Scared of public toilets. 
• Bed wetting (previously no problem with that) – 

suppress any thoughts about his/her genitals. 
• Does not interact with friends. 
• Aggressive and temper tantrums. 
• Runs away from home. 
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C.  ADOLESCENCE 
 
• Runs away from home. 
• Drug and alcohol abuse. 
• Insomnia; nightmares; exhaustion 
• School marks deteriorate – sleep in class. 
• Loses respect for authority. 
• Licentiousness – no morals. 
• Sleeps with clothes on – does not undress. 
• Obesity. 
• Anxiety. 
• Talks of suicide and attempts to do it – self-

torture. 
 
CHILDREN AND ADULTS 

 
• Always feels different to others. 
• Feels dead inside. 
• “I wish I could feel again.” 
• Trusts no one. 
• Cannot remember anything from her childhood. 
• Avoids hugs, does not want to sit on a lap, 

lock bedroom door. 
• Foundation:  Confusion and fear 
• Child is taught that he/she can never say “no” to an  
• adult. 

 
CHARACTERISTICS OF WOMEN WHO HAVE HAD THE TRAUMA 
OF BEING SEXUALLY ABUSED DURING THEIR CHILDHOOD 
 

2. Continuous dreams / reliving of bad experiences. 
3. General anxiety, distrust, and / or social isolation. 
4. Difficulty to attain and maintain lasting relationships. 
5. Sexual dysfunction (aversion; vaginal cramps; no orgasm.) 
6. Chronic depression; poor self-image; self-reproach. 
7. Poor memory; confusion; no personality. 
8. Identity focused on a feeling of ‘bad; cheap’. 
9. No respect for women including self. (Intense self-hatred – can cut or 

burn herself.) 
10. Inclined to fear men but also to idealise them. 
11. Mixed-up adolescent life – (early pregnancy; 

runaway; drugs; etc.) 
12. Very concerned. (“parent like”/ acts like a 

child. Inconsistent.) 
13. Passive and defenceless. 
14. A history of licentiousness and prostitution. 
15. Suicide attempts; self torture; drug abuse. 
16. Impulsive behaviour. 
17. Misplaced guilt feelings; underlying grudges. 
18. Abuse of own children or will marry a man who abuses children. 
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19. Drift from family beliefs. 
20. History of learning problems in childhood. 
21. Chronic post-traumatic stress disorder (lack of feeling / apathy; extra 

careful). 
 

A. THE SEXUALLY ABUSED GIRL 
 
1. CONFUSED FEELINGS 

 
If her own father abused her she feels totally betrayed. 
(Someone else – a small amount of trust.) She feels that her 
parents and the Lord did not protect her and that she was left 
alone with her pain and distress. As a counselor you have to 
understand her confused feelings and counsel her accordingly. 
 
In relationships she has three ways of behaving: 
1.  Good girl: always wants to do good to others. 
2.  Tough girl: tends to be hard and manipulative. 
3.  Party girl: seeks pleasure – loose living. 
 
2. DISTRUST OF AUTHORITY 
 
Her positive memories were shattered when a person in 
authority betrayed her trust. 
 
Because authority can no longer be accepted as hope or 
reliable direction, there are no eternal truths to support her. 
 
This is a root of fear and the inability to trust any authority figure even if you 
minister with sincerity, sensitivity and confidentiality. Such a person 
will continually run away, especially when love and caring start to 
heal her.  
 
When love starts to penetrate the walls that she has built 
around her, she will be able to trust again. She is now 
opening herself again and is very vulnerable and overcome 
by fear.  
 
She is inclined to find fault with the person who is trying to help her 
– safety mechanism – counselor, have patience! 
 
3. CONFUSED IDENTITY 
 
Her perception of who she is, created a female, (girl, 
woman and mother) is  
shattered and twisted to the roots.   
She feels betrayed, dishonoured, used, dirty, caged in, 
manipulated and robbed. 
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Her honour, pride and dignity are stolen from her. She feels as if she is 
worthless and will never be accepted by anyone if they know what happened 
to her. 
 
The friends with whom she associates are themselves weak and emotionally 
crippled because they tell her that she is acceptable 
to them. 
 
4. GUILT FEELINGS 
 
She struggles with tremendous guilt feelings and 
somehow feels responsible for everything that 
happened.  She feels something is wrong with her.  
Sexual feelings awoken too early in life:  thinks it’s 
wrong/dirty!  
 
Song of Solomon 2:7  “[He said] I charge you, O you daughters of 
Jerusalem, by the gazelles or by the hinds of the field [which are free to follow 
their own instincts] that you not try to stir up or awaken [my] love until it 
pleases.” 
 
She thinks that she should have resisted more and told 
somebody about what happened immediately after the first 
time she was abused. Unconditional love will heal and change 
this person. 
 
SHAME:  fears it will come out.  To make the pain go away – rather 
hate yourself – to get away from self-hatred – hurt yourself.  These 
people feel this way all day long!  Also:  “I enjoyed it.  I asked for 
more, I’m so ashamed! Now I hate myself.” 
 
5. ANGER AND THE NECESSITY TO PUNISH 
 
She experiences continuous anger and it is often aimed at her mother.                                
(Why did she allow it to happen?  Why is she married to such a man?) She is                      
sometimes angry with the Lord and other people.  She expects abuse and 
feels she deserves it. 
 
6. CRY FOR HELP – FEELING OF HELPLESSNESS 
 
To deal with deep painful despair, she becomes dead inside.  
Emotions are switched off.  Child sees itself as weak, stupid, 
incompetent. 
Rage / anger outbursts are common.  “Where was 
mom/dad/God when it happened to me?”  
 
Jeremiah 13:17  “But if you will not hear and obey, I will 
weep in secret for your pride; my eyes will weep bitterly and 
run down with tears, because the Lord’s flock has been taken 
captive.” 
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Jeremiah 14:17  “Therefore [Jeremiah] you shall say 
to them, Let my eyes run down with tears night and 
day, and let them not cease; for the virgin daughter of 
my people has been smitten with a great wound, with a 
very grievous blow.” 
 
Result:  Pleasure is wrong. 
 
7. DOUBLE - MINDEDNESS  
 
Love / hate feelings are not sorted out easily. 
They are chronic.  “It felt good but it was not 
supposed to.   
I should’ve said “no”.” 
 
8. DESPERATE NEED FOR LOVE 
 
She becomes promiscuous, because she feels that she has lost everything. 
(Purity, worthiness) 
Fear of pregnancy; fatigue; would rather die; open to abuse of alcohol and 
drugs; are the feelings that control her. 
 
9. SUBSTITUTES FOR LOVE 
 
a) Gluttony  –  comforts and she uses her 
obesity as a shield for her protection. 
  
b) Fantasizing  –  pretends that she is 
someone or somewhere else especially during 
intercourse. 
 
Forgiveness is not genuine until the 
person learns to deal with their deepest 
desire/longing – acknowledging how they 
feel – desperate desire for love (to 
acknowledge this they will experience pain 
and anger).  Her shame will decrease.  
She was wronged. 
 
Confess your painful, sinful reactions to 
what happened to you.  Renounce self-
defense mechanisms.  Confess hurt you 
did to others because of your own hurt. 
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B. SUPPRESION, WITHDRAWAL, FRIGIDITY 
 
1. VOWS 
 
“Never again will I put myself in a position where things 
start well and clean and end up ugly and destructive.”   
 

• intentionally or unintentionally. 
 
Such a vow is registered and becomes a strong 
controlling and blocking influence that results in sexual 
dysfunction. 
 

• no sexual pleasure – rather a duty. 
 
2. FRIGIDITY 
 
Frigidity can also be the result of wrong sex education or 
physical disability etc. 
 
3. SUPPRESSION 
 

• traumatic experiences are suppressed so that the 
person is unable to recall the events – controlled 
by unseen, unidentified forces. 

• He / she does not understand why they feel or act 
the way they do and neither do others – Therefore open to confusion. 

• Do not use hypnosis to enter the unconscious mind – forbidden 
according to Deut. 18:10,11. 
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SECTION D: 
THE ISSUES OF FACING DEATH OR SEPARATION 
 
HOW TO DEAL WITH GRIEF 
 
Ps 30:5  “5 For His anger is but for a moment, but His favor is for a lifetime or 
in His favor is life. Weeping may endure for a night, but joy comes in the 
morning.” 
 
Biblically, how should I grieve? 
Is there a model that I can follow? 
I do not want to grieve as “others who have no hope”  

 
1 Thess 4:13  “13 Now also we would not have you ignorant, brethren, about 
those who fall asleep [in death], that you may not grieve [for them] as the 
rest do who have no hope [beyond the grave].” 
 
I don’t want to stuff my grief and end up with health problems later in life. 
 
How does a man of God grieve? How does a woman of faith endure loss 
and trauma? 
 
The first mention in Scripture regarding grief comes after the death of Sarah, 
the faithful wife of Abraham and mother of Isaac.  
 
The Scripture gives us insights into the response of 
both husband and son that are deeply liberating. 
 
They set us up for a healthy, thorough, balanced 
approach to grief, faith and healing. 
 
Those who are experiencing the deep pain of sorrow, 
grief and loss are very sensitive and it is easy to 
unwittingly inflict guilt or condemnation on them. 
 
When the Bible addresses the subject of grief, it 
offers principles rather than formulas. 
 
If your experience is slightly different from what is presented here with 
Abraham and Isaac, or if your time frames of mourning vary, please be at 
peace. It’s okay.  
 
The principles revealed through Abraham and Isaac’s response to loss should 
be very comfortingly and encouraging. 
 
Our story of Abraham’s grief begins in Genesis 23. 
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The beginning of this chapter tells us that Sarah was 127 years old when she 
passed away. Abraham was 10 years older than Sarah – he was 137 years 
old and Isaac was 37 years old at the time of her death. 
 
(Keep these figures in mind as we commence because they will become 
helpful in assessing the Biblical time frames for mourning and grief recovery.) 
 
Gen. 23:2  “2 And Sarah died in Kiriath-arba, that is, Hebron, in the land of 
Canaan. And Abraham went to mourn for Sarah and to weep for her.” 
 
“Kirjath”  means “city of”, and “Arba” was the name of the chief of the giants 
who dominated the land at that time. 
 
Kirjath Arba was the stronghold of the giants. Abraham and Sarah were in an 
enemy land when she died.  
 
Sometimes grief strikes when the enemy has you surrounded. In a stronghold 
of the enemy, Abraham lost his wife and was plunged into the icy grasp of 
grief. 
 
Grief can follow an expected loss such as the death of aged 
grandparents, but it can also shock you with its unexpected 
timing.  
 
Abraham didn't expect to lose Sarah. He was ten years older 
than she was.  
 
Today, the life expectancy for the average female is several 
years longer than that of the average man. Abraham should 
have died first. 
 
"Sarah died in Kirjath Arba (that is, Hebron)."  
 
If Kirjath Arba is an unfamiliar term, it's more likely that you've heard of 
Hebron. Hebron was the mountain that Caleb conquered as an 80-year-old 
man. It was the mountain where David was first anointed king of Judah.  
 
We're scarcely into the study of grief, and the Holy Spirit wants to insert hope. 
The word “Hebron” means “the seat of association, fellowship, or 
friendship”.  
  
Unexpectedly, amidst enemy giants, Sarah died in Kirjath Arba, and yet, the 
same was Hebron.  
 
Abraham needed to understand that the Lord provides a seat in the midst of 
enemy strongholds. This seat is not a seat of despair, and it is not a seat 
of defeat. It is a seat of fellowship and association.  
 
Oh, how we need the Lord to associate with us in our grief. Thank God that 
Kirjath Arba was also Hebron! 
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Did Abraham know that Kirjath Arba was also Hebron?   
 
The fact that the Psalms tell us that the Lord is a "very present help in 
trouble" doesn't mean our loss or pain is easy.  
 
Darkness isn't darkness unless it's dark, and the initial stages of grief can be 
like midnight.  
 
I'm glad the Psalms state that "He dwells in thick darkness" because 
sometimes we can't see Him in our grief.  
 
We reason," If He were present, this would not have happened,"  
 
Whether Abraham felt God's presence or not, whether he was seated with 
God or with enemy giants, we know that he did something very wise. He 
stayed put. 
 
This is very conventional, but very sound advice:  
 
Times of grief are not times for drastic decisions.  
 
When giants overrun your seat of security and the routine of your life is 
shattered by loss, don't move. It is not the time to change churches or 
careers or faiths.  
 
Abraham's initial response to Sarah's death is the first step to responding to 
loss Biblically.  
 
He stayed put, and he grieved. 
 
"... and Abraham came to mourn for Sarah and to weep for her." 
 
He grieved! He wept! He cried like a baby! 
 
When Abraham left his native country and was first introduced in Scripture, he 
was 75 years old.  
 

• We can more or less say that they were married for 62 years.  
• They were sweethearts.  
• They had lived a long life together.  
• They endured famines together.  
• They faced brutal tests of faith together (some 

of which they passed and some they failed).  
• They experienced name changes together.  
• Their dreams were fulfilled together.  
• The Lord visited them and restored laughter to 

their lives. Abraham loved Sarah, and he took 
time to grieve for her. 
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There is a time for grief. It is critical that we do the right things in the 
right seasons.  
 
There can be no denial in a time of grief. Grieve! It's dangerous not to grieve 
after loss.  
 
Yes, the Lord does bring grief to an end, and He does dry tears; but He 
doesn't say," Since you're a Christian, you must be strong. Don't cry." No!  
 
He says in Revelation 21:4 that He will wipe away all tears, but there is never 
rebuke for the shed tears. Abraham came to weep for her. 
 
The initial stages of loss  
 
In the initial stages of loss, we can enter a numb state of shock that, 
surprisingly, contains very little emotion.  
 
Don't mistake this for faith.  
 
Some Christians enter this state of shock, and they assume that their lack of 
emotion is some form of faith or trust.  
 
Oh, please hear me. The Lord can and does give strength, and there is a 
peace and a hope for His children; but it is also appropriate to grieve.  
 
Don't worry if you can't stop crying, and don't worry if tears won't flow early on.  
 
Don't panic and fear that you're either a basket case 
or that you are stuffing your emotions; just follow 
father Abraham's lead.  
 
Stay put and take time to mourn. 
 
In this early phase of grief, it is very easy to 
despair.  
 
A few suggestions to help guide you through this stage: 
 

1. Trust your relationship with God. You will probably think irrational 
thoughts. Since everything is so bleak, you may wonder if God has 
removed His Hand from your life. Will you ever live again? I promise 
you: He isn't going to betray you. If zeal and passion wane (and they 
will), trust Him to carry you until you can run again. 

 
2. Keep the size of God in perspective. He's the beginning and the end. 

If you judge Him only by the present circumstance, you will despair. 
The shortest moment of time is this present moment, but in grief the 
present moment seems to last for an eternity. 
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3. Let others pray for you, even if their prayers don't seem to help. Let 
someone else bring you to the throne of God.  

 
Rely on someone else's faith. Give someone the blessing of bearing your 
burden in love. 

 
4. Create your strategy for recovery and do it by faith. You may not 

want to attend church meetings or social functions (and that's okay), 
but some things are still necessary for continued health. When a child 
is very hungry, water doesn't sound very satisfying, but water is 
essential for life. 

 
5. Guard against offence. Hurting moments are vulnerable moments. 

The hard knocks of life demolish our defences leaving us raw and 
exposed. Our skin seems to thin out, and we become much more 
sensitive to insult or injury.  

 
It seems impossible for people to respond to us correctly. We can be hurt 
if they don't ask about our welfare, but we can feel they're too flippant 
about it if they do. 

 
6. Don't panic. There is a frantic, nervous 

fear that accompanies grief. Hold steady.  
 

7. Stay in the lifeboat. Your job is not to 
overcome after trauma. Your job is to lie 
there and breathe. 
 
Abraham stayed in the lifeboat and he 

 grieved. 
 

The Next Step 
 
The next thing that Abraham did was very 
significant. He requested a specific burial 
place for Sarah.  
 
It's extremely important that we choose a safe place to bury our pain.  
 
Where do we bury our loss?  
 
Should I bury the legacy of the one I have lost in:  

• bitterness?  
• Anger?  
• Despair?  
• Failure?  

 
No!  
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Abraham knew that it was critical to express his grief, and he also knew that it 
was critical to choose the right resting-place for it.  
 
He chose "Machpelah and Mature." Machpelah means "doubling," and 
Mature means "fatness."  
 
He experienced loss (subtraction) and he chose doubling. Fatness is often 
cross-referenced in Scripture as anointing. Somehow he saw a double 
anointing in a time of loss. 

  
Abraham must have known that someday ministry would emerge from his 
pain.  

 
He must have had an Old Testament revelation of the Apostle Paul's New 
Testament exhortation:  

 
"Sorrow [not even] as others who have no hope" (1 Thess. 4:13).  

 
Abraham had hope that death wasn't the end. He knew that God would 
produce good. 

 
Abraham grieved, but he did his grieving in Hebron and Machpelah.  

 
Mourn your loss, but be careful which resting-place you 
choose for your loss.  

 
This principle had so transformed Abraham that he 
passed it on to his descendants.  

 
In the succeeding generations, Isaac buried Rebekah at 
Machpelah, and Jacob buried Leah there as well. 

 
Let's pass this knowledge on to our children: Grief 
contains potential life. 
 
Loss will be replaced 
 
Another recovery principle illustrated by Abraham's experience is that loss will 
be replaced. In making this statement, I'm not saying that a lost loved one is 
replaced.   
 
After Job lost his seven children, the Lord added seven more to him, but his 
first seven were still gone. I'm sure he never fully recovered from the pain of 
his loss.  
 
The lost person (or dream, or hope) is not replaced; how however, the 
void created by their loss requires special care.  
 
This has nothing to do with forgetting, but with a healthy infilling of God and 
His provision so we can fully heal. 
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Our sin natures are so ingrained in us that pride can play right into our 
grief. 
We don't want to get over it because we think our grief proves our love. It's 
interesting to me that Abraham remarried. 
 
Abraham grieved, but he left his grief in Machpelah; and then he remarried 
(see Gen. 25:1).  
 
Oh, he never forgot Sarah! He never "got over" the wife of his youth; but he 
healed, and the evidence of his healing was his ability to love again. 
 
Isaac 
 
Another sign of Abraham's healing was his care for Isaac.  
 
It's normal to look inward and focus on the wounds, 
and God certainly allows a season for introspective, 
intense grief; however, a sign of health amidst grief 
is the ability to care for others.  
 
Abraham demonstrated this health when, amidst 
his own pain, he thought of Isaac and responded to 
his need. 
 

• Isaac had a very special relationship with 
Sarah.  

• She named him Isaac, which means 
"laughter."  

• He was the son of the promise, and he removed the mark of 
barrenness from her life.  

• His conception and birth introduced her to the radical power of an all-
loving God.  

• She drove away his older half-brother, Ishmael, so Isaac would never 
doubt his place as a son.  

 
His grief as a son, while certainly different from 
the grief of a bereaved husband, was severe. 
 
Genesis 24 is primarily the story of Abraham's 
search for Isaac's wife. At the chapter's end, 
when Isaac received Rebekah as his wife, he 
was finally comforted from Sarah's death.  
 
The way that he responded until Rebekah 
became his wife reveals some practical insights 
into a healthy response to loss.  
 
The first time we see him after her death is in 
Genesis 24:62. It says "Isaac came from..."  
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Since he was coming from somewhere, it means he had been moving.  
 
It's dangerous to lie for too long.  
We must lie for a season so we don't reopen unhealed wounds; however, we 
must be very careful not to lie too long. 
 
Like the deceptive feeling of warmth that settles over a hypothermic man in a 
snowstorm, lying too long in the initial stage of grief can invite a spiritual 
hypothermia.  
 
Our spiritual life can die right there. This is the reason that the Lord 
established a 30-day period for the initial response to bereavement. 
  
Deut. 34:8 says, " 8 And the Israelites wept for Moses…thirty days; then the 
days of weeping and mourning for Moses were ended."  
 
Don't panic! We'll see in a few moments that the Lord allows a great deal of 
time for recovery and healing.  
 
This Scripture does not say that all grieving is absolutely finished in 30 days. It 
simply says that, while there is an initial season 
devoted to hard grief, there comes a time to begin 
moving again. 
 
After the initial 30 days of grieving ended, they broke 
camp and travelled again.  
 
Everything stopped initially. There is a time for 
introspective, hard grieving, but God limits it because 
He knows if this stage is unchecked, it can destroy our 
faith, our hope, and our perspective of God.  
 
He never expects our healing to be complete in 30 
days, but He does ask us to move again because it is 
very easy for grief to become mired in despair, and despair can bring 
with it the desire to die. 
 
Job wanted to die. So did Jeremiah. So did Elijah and Jonah.  
 
They hurt so badly that they despaired of life-and there was no rebuke from 
the Lord for these very real emotions.  
 
There is nothing wrong with a Christian experiencing such pain and 
grief that he or she desires to die; however, we can't stay in this place. 
He wants us to live again! 
 
Since Isaac "came from the way of the well" (Gen. 24:62 KJV), we see that he 
must have grieved appropriately. He lay down and then he arose and walked. 
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Accountability: 
 
Please receive this caution: The victim of hard grief is seldom the right 
person to analyze his or her own progress.  
 
If you are mourning deep loss, it's true that your friends probably don't 
understand your pain, but you still need their watchful care.  
 
Be accountable with your grief. You will need different counsel at the 
different stages of mourning. Some days you will need to be released to 
grieve. At other times, you will need to try to walk again. 
 
When Isaac began walking again, he didn't walk aimlessly.  
 
Genesis 24:62 says he “returned from going to the well Beer-lahai-roi" (AMP).  
 
Review the history: 
 
Hagar, the mother of Isaac's half-brother, Ishmael, found and named this well.  
 
Do you remember Hagar's grief?  
 

• Compelled to bear a son to Abraham in the face of Sarah's barrenness, 
she was despised as soon as she 
conceived.  

 
• Sarah treated her with harshness and 

cruelty.  
 

• Her masters, because of their own 
lack of faith, used her.  

 
• When she gave them what they 

wanted, she was despised.  
 

• When Sarah finally conceived and Isaac was born, Hagar's son, 
Ishmael, was rejected and driven out of the 
family. She had a tough lot in life. 

 
The first time that 
Sarah mistreated 
Hagar and she fled 
from Sarah's 
presence into the 
wilderness, Genesis 
16:7 tells us that "the 
Lord found her."  
 

If the Lord found Hagar, it meant that He had noticed 
that she was gone.  
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• He noticed her absence and her loss.  
• He cared about her loss.  
• If He found her, it means that He had been looking for her.  

 
She didn't know it, but the search was on; and He didn't give up until He found 
her by the well of Lahai Roi.  
 
She saw Him there, and she said, "This is the well of Him that lives and sees 
me" (see Gen. 16:13-14). 
 
Years later, on the heels of loss, Isaac came from that same well. In a season 
of death, Isaac clung to the One who lived and saw him. 
 
The Lord’s Heart for His hurting Daughters 
 
Before we leave Hagar and continue with Isaac's response, let me comment 
about the Lord's heart for His hurting daughters.  
 
Probably the most tender study in the Bible is the study of God's Heart of 
compassion and love for His daughters who are sad and broken.  
 
Think of some of the women in Scripture and the Lord's response to their 
plights. 
 

• Sarah. Barren. "And the Lord visited Sarah as 
He had said, and the Lord did for Sarah as He 
had spoken. For Sarah conceived..."  (Gen. 21:1-
2).  

 
• Rebekah. Barren. "And Isaac pleaded with the 

Lord for his wife... and Rebekah his wife 
conceived" (Gen. 25:2 1). 

 
• Leah. Rejected." When the Lord saw that Leah 

was unloved, He opened her womb" (Gen. 
29:31). 

 
• Rachel. Barren. "Then God remembered Rachel, 

and God listened to her and opened her womb" 
(Gen. 30:22).  
 

• Hannah. Barren and tormented by her adversary. 
...Hannah conceived" (1 Sam. 1:20). 

 
• Ruth. Bereaved and widowed, she was 

redeemed by Boaz (whose name means 
"strength is in him"). See the Book of Ruth. 
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• Naomi. Bereaved of two sons and her husband. How real was she in 
her grief?  

 
She said, "The Almighty has dealt very bitterly with me. I went out full, and 
the Lord has brought me home again empty" (Ruth 1:20-21).  
 
Nowhere in the Book of Ruth can you find a rebuke from the Lord for 
Naomi.  

 
In fact, the reverse is true. At one point in the story, 
Boaz (a type of Jesus) says to Ruth, "It has been 
fully reported to me, all that you have done for your 
mother-in-law" (Ruth 2:11).  
 
He was fully aware of her plight and he said to 
Ruth, "Do not go empty-handed to your mother-in-
law" (Ruth 3:17).  
 
Essentially, Boaz said, "She's had enough loss. 
She won't return empty any more."  
 
At the story's end, the women of the city spoke to 
Naomi and they said,  
 
"Blessed be the Lord, who has not left you this day without a close relative ... 
and may he be to you a restorer of life and a nourisher of your old age" (Ruth 
4:14-15). 
 
The Proverbs 31 woman: 
 
After 14 verses that expound her virtues, verse 25 
says, "She shall rejoice in time to come."  
 
A part of her heart wasn't rejoicing, but it would in 
time to come. 
 

• Elizabeth. Barren. "This is now the sixth month 
for her who was called barren" (Lk. 1:36). 

 
• Mary. Frightened. "He has regarded the lowly state of His maidservant"           

(Lk. 1:48). 
 

• Rachel wept for her children and refused to 
be comforted. He never rebuked Rachel. His 
response to her was to say, "Okay. Now no 
more tears. Your children will return." See 
Jeremiah 31:15-16. 
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Isaac's journey from Lahai Roi helps to remind us that the Lord remembered 
Hagar, and He will remember every one of His precious daughters. 
 
Lahai Roi was located between Kadesh (consecrated/set apart) and Bered 
(greeting) in the south country.  
 
South is often representative of blessing in Scripture.  
 
Lahai Roi was in a set apart place where the Lord wanted to reintroduce 
Himself to Isaac.  
 
He greeted him kindly and blessed him in the same place where He had 
revealed Himself to Hagar a generation earlier. 
 
There is a time after loss when tender comfort is needed. Isaac didn't lie 
down and die and neglect his duties, but he did take time to receive comfort. 
 
Genesis 24:63 "Isaac went out to meditate in the field in the evening."  
 
He meditated and prayed in the evening.  
 
During grief, certain times will be more heartbreaking than others.  
 

• At the heartbreaking times, he meditated on the size of God.  
• He drank deeply of the revelation that God saw him, and he prayed.  

 
Pray during the heartbreaking times. 
 
We probably shouldn't be surprised that it was here, in the desert, at night, 
while praying through his pain, that Isaac first saw Rebekah.  
She slipped from the camel's back, and he instantly loved her. 
 
Genesis 24:67 says that he brought her into his tent and that he was 
"comforted after his mother's death,"  
 
The word comforted is our word that paints the 
graphic picture of a mouth-to-mouth 
resuscitation.  
 
It literally means to draw the breath forcibly.  
 
Finally, after a prolonged season of grief, Isaac 
had new life breathed into his spirit from the 
Lord. 
 
Genesis 25:20 says Isaac was 40 years old when he took Rebekah as his 
wife.  
 
Do you remember that Isaac was 37 when Sarah died?  
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It was three years after Sarah's death, before Isaac was finally comforted. I'm 
not saying that Isaac was in the throes of hard grief for three straight years, 
but that even after three years, he was still in need of a visitation from God in 
the area of his grief. 
 
Genesis 25:1 says Abraham (after three years) took another wife.  
 
It was three years for Abraham's recovery too. Did the new wife replace 
Sarah? No. Sarah was still gone, but there was new love. 
 
Did you know that King David also required three years before healing came 
fully into his soul after the bereavement of his son Ammon? 
 
Please don't be troubled by 30 days and three years.  
 
Your season could be longer or shorter. The pattern we should follow from 
Abraham and Isaac is simply this: 
 

1. Grieve. Grieve hard.  
 
2. Purchase Machpelah. Grieve with 

hope and understanding, carefully 
selecting the resting-place for your 
grief. Remember, that even 
through loss (subtraction), the Lord 
can double the anointing in your 
life. 

 
3. Eventually begin moving. Be accountable with your grief and don't 

allow a spiritual hypothermia to settle over your soul. 
 
4. Never forget that the Lord is eternally gentle with His daughters. 

 
5. Remember: the Lord will visit you again.  

 
6. Practice prayer during the heartbreaking times. 

 
7. Be assured: comfort will come. New breath will enter your spirit, 

even if it takes three years to get there. 
 
No one can set the time, but in the loss of a close loved one, full 
resolution through grief probably occurs within two years.  
 
One indicator of recovery is the ability to think of 
the loved one without great pain, only with a sweet 
sadness.  
 
Another indicator of recovery is that time when 
you can re-invest your emotions into living.  
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Some studies have shown that three to four years must pass before 
emotional pain has gone.  

• Watch for the way you respond when friends mention your 
loved one.  

• You will see how well you are adjusting.  
• Your loss is a permanent part of your life. 

 
My dear friends, go ahead and grieve. Go ahead and weep and wail and 
be very, very honest and real.  
 
However, remember that He is coming and that He promises to dry tears 
for eternity. Your tragedy cannot dim His plan for your life. He still 
desires to know you and to use you. 
 
The Biblical response to grief in a nutshell can be found in:  
  
Psalm 69:32,"You who seek God, your hearts shall live."  
 
The Holy Spirit acknowledges that there are times when our hearts feel dead 
and we wonder if we will ever live again. He doesn't rebuke us.  
 
He simply says, "I'm still here. Seek Me. I loved bringing Isaac his wife in the 
desert. The camels are still coming."  
 
Your heart will live that seeks God! He will help you. 
 
He will respond to your grief! 
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Another lesson on grief: Will you be made whole?  
 
It's a very simple question, but it demands 
an answer. The Lord asked it in John 5, 
and He is asking it today. He's asking it of 
you.  
 
He's asking you, "Will you be made 
whole?" He's asking this because He loves 
you so much, and He doesn't want you to 
live forever in the throes of grief-induced 
sorrow. 
 
Will you be made whole? Sometimes I 
have to answer, "I have no clue, Lord. You 
alone know" 
 
It's a very tender question. It's not a condemning question, and it's not a  
rhetorical one either. If we answer it correctly, we can receive some 
wholeness.  
 
John the beloved disciple tells the story.  
 
John 5:1-9 says, 
“1 LATER ON there was a Jewish 
festival (feast) for which Jesus went up 
to Jerusalem. 
2 Now there is in Jerusalem a pool near 
the Sheep Gate. This pool in the Hebrew 
is called Bethesda, having five porches 
(alcoves, colonnades, doorways). 
3 In these lay a great number of sick 
folk—some blind, some crippled, and 
some paralyzed (shriveled up)—waiting 
for the bubbling up of the water. 
4 For an angel of the Lord went down at 
appointed seasons into the pool and 
moved and stirred up the water; 
whoever then first, after the stirring up of 
the water, stepped in was cured of 
whatever disease with which he was afflicted. 
5 There was a certain man there who had suffered with a deep-seated and 
lingering disorder for thirty-eight years. 
6 When Jesus noticed him lying there [helpless], knowing that he had already 
been a long time in that condition, He said to him, Do you want to become 
well? [Are you really in earnest about getting well?] 
7 The invalid answered, Sir, I have nobody when the water is moving to put 
me into the pool; but while I am trying to come [into it] myself, somebody else 
steps down ahead of me. 
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8 Jesus said to him, Get up! Pick up your bed (sleeping pad) and walk! 
9 Instantly the man became well and recovered his strength and picked up his 
bed and walked. But that happened on the Sabbath.” 
 
Verse 1 says, "After this," After what? What does this reference? Our story 
occurred immediately after Jesus performed a healing for a nobleman's son.  
 
Somebody just got a miracle, and when someone else is healed or touched 
by God, it can be a hard time for the grieving. It's hard, not because we are 
jealous or spiteful or because we aren't genuinely happy for someone else 
who is blessed. We are happy for them. It just hurts. 
 
After this, there was a feast of the Jews, and Jesus went up to Jerusalem. 
And there was by the sheep market a pool with five covered colonnades.  
 
It was feast time in Jerusalem, and here, beneath the covered colonnades, 
was a shady area near the temple of God.  
 
It's a shaded pool beside the presence of 
God. It almost sounds like something out 
of Psalm 23.  
 
There were only a few problems. 
 

• This place was also by the sheep 
market.  

• The sheep market was the place 
where sheep were bought and sold 
for sacrifices.  

• This lovely setting was actually a 
sheep pen.  

  
Although at first glance, it looked like a place of peace and rest, it probably 
smelled like a barn as the hot summer sun cooked the sheep droppings.  
 
The pool may sound nice, but it was probably filled with wool clippings, sheep 
backwash, and its fair share of sheep slime. 
 
"In these lay a great multitude."  
 
Sure, it's surrounded by five covered colonnades, but it's still a hot, stinky, 
slimy place-and it's packed with a great multitude. Here, everyone had a 
problem. 
 
"In these lay a great multitude of impotent people."  
 
Impotent people. People with no power lay here.  
 
The Greek version of our English word impotent is astheo.  
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Astheo is a compound word comprised of stheo, which means to strengthen 
and the negative prefix a.  
 
The word implies strength with a negative clinging to it.  
 
God desired to strengthen some people, but there was negativity clinging to 
them - especially because they felt impotent. 
 
The Scripture continues the description of these impotent people as "blind, 
halt, withered."  
 

• Some of the people were physically afflicted.  
• Some were physically blind, halt, and withered; but our Greek 

definitions inform us that the words also have spiritual ramifications.  
 
They were spiritually weak, weak in faith, weak 
in riches, and destitute of authority. 
 

• Some were physically blind; others just had 
no vision for their life, their family, or the 
Kingdom of God. 
 

• Some were physically lame; others had 
just given up and quit running. 

 
• Some were called "halt" in the KJV 

translation. Perhaps they had been strong 
runners, passionately pursuing the things of God, and then, due to 
disappointments and the circumstances of life, they had come to a halt. 

 
If someone is blind, halt, or lame, you can spot him or her pretty easily.  
 
If a man has no vision, he will often carry himself like he is defeated.  
 
A fourth group: 
 
They were also "waiting for the 
moving of the water."  
 
Some were in the powerless 
position of waiting:  

• You may look wonderful on 
the outside; however, no one 
would ever know that you're 
waiting.  

• You're wrestling with secret 
disappointments.  
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• Some of you smiled this morning and chatted jovially with your co-
workers, but you're waiting.  

 
In seasons of waiting, great distress can come upon us.  
Seasons of waiting are great revealers of character. 
 

• You remember that strange half-involuntary "forty years" of Moses in 
the "wilderness" of Midian, when he had fled from Egypt.  

 
• You remember, too, the almost equally strange years of retirement in 

"Arabia," by Paul, when, if ever, humanly speaking, instant action was 
needed.  

 
• You remember the amazing charge of the ascending Lord to the 

disciples, "Tarry at Jerusalem."  
 

• Speaking after the manner of men, one could not have wondered if out-
spoken Peter, or fervid James, had said: "Tarry, Lord! How long?"  

 
"Tarry, Lord!  
 
Is there not a perishing world, groaning for the ‘good news?’  
 
"Tarry! Did we hear right, Lord? Was the word not haste?" No!" 
 
I wonder how many people look good 
outwardly, like five covered colonnades 
beside a pool, but on the inside they 
are waiting.  
 
Waiting makes you feel powerless. Do 
you see the picture emerging from the 
text?  
 
They're impotent worshippers looking 
good on the outside. They're waiting. In 
this story, they were waiting for the 
"troubling of the water." 
 
It's an amazing story. It seems that an 
angel would go down at a certain 
season and stir up the water; and when 
the water was thus stirred or troubled, a 
healing power was released into its 
touch.  
 
Whoever was the first one to get into the water would be healed of whatever 
disease he had. This is a fantastic, mysterious, intriguing story, and I don't 
doubt that it happened.  
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John didn't seem to question it. He didn't say, "There was a legend that an 
angel would trouble the water." He simply said it happened. If Jesus had a 
problem with the story, He certainly could have silenced the rumour.  
 
The fact is that an angel entered the pool, and when the water was troubled, 
healing emerged. 
 
Please notice two things: 
 

1. There is no healing in a stagnant pool. To make forward progress in 
water, you must create waves. If there is no stirring, there is no healing.  

 
There is no healing in a stagnant spiritual life either.  

 
We'll see in just a moment that if we remain stagnant for too long, we won't be 
able to answer the question, "Will you be made whole?"  
 
Grief promotes stagnation.   
 
All enthusiasm and motivation subside when the 
painful waves of grief capsize the soul. That's 
normal. 
 
It's okay to lose focus and passion, but remember 
what we studied in a previous chapter: The healing 
process requires movement.  
 
Don't move rashly or prematurely, but please move. 
Don't lie down and die.  
 
Even after significant physical surgeries, the patients are required to stretch 
and move.  
 

2. Notice that the first to embrace the troubling of the water was made 
whole.  

 
Human nature is to reject the trouble; but if we would embrace it and wrestle 
with it and talk about it and face it and cry about it, we would make quicker 
progress in healing and growing from it. 
 
There was a packed pavilion hosting hurting, hopeless people. When the 
water stirred, it was a fend-for-yourself mad dash for the pool. 
 
If you had lain for 38 years in impotency and each time you neared 
deliverance someone stepped on you and took your miracle, would that 
produce the fruit of the Spirit in you?  
 
Would you bless the man who tripped and elbowed you and sentenced you to 
another year of impotency? 
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This was a selfish environment, and 
the Scripture says that Jesus knew 
that this man had been there "a long 
time." He had spent a long time in 
an environment where everyone 
wanted to be first. There wasn't a 
servant's heart among them. 
 
It was crowded. It was hot. People 
were impatient. They were mad. 
They were waiting for the slightest 
ripple. I wonder if there were some 
false starts. 
 
I wonder if a sudden gust of wind 
ever troubled the water and 
signalled the start of the stampede. The race began, and someone got there 
first. This person flopped headfirst into the slimy sheep pool and stood up-still 
impotent and even more discouraged than ever. Their chance was blown. 
What would the odds be that they could get there first when it really counted? 
 
This is the setting of our story.  
 
This is the setting of many Christian lives.  
 
Hurting, powerless, and waiting for something supernatural to fix everything, 
people lie in a selfish state of pain. Now, read the beginning of our text again. 
 
"Jesus went up to Jerusalem," 
Into this place, Jesus comes. 
Into this story, Jesus walks. Into our lives, Jesus enters. 
Into the sheep market, the Lamb of God comes. Into the midst of impotency, 
walks omnipotence. Into a slimy pool walks the source of living water. 
 
Praise God! Aren't you glad Jesus didn't spend all His time hanging around 
the temple? 
 
I'm so glad He visits slimy pools and finds hurting people like me. 
 
I like that the Scripture says He saw a "certain man,"  
 
I always take special note when the Scripture uses the word "certain" because 
it's vague enough to apply to me. It could be any of us beside that pool. 
 
A certain man had lain there for 38 years, and Jesus asked him in that place,"  
 
Will you be made whole?"  
This is a terrible question to ask an impotent man. He has no power! It's a 
slap in the face to ask such a question.  
The man was probably thinking,  
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• Are you serious?  
• If I had any power at all, I wouldn't be in this situation.  
• If I had a choice in the matter, I 

wouldn't have spent the last 38 years 
lying in sheep dung.  

 
I wonder why Jesus approached him this 
way. 
 
I'm always very intrigued with the way Jesus 
interacted with people.  
 

• Sometimes He would move with compassion in one situation and then 
rebuke satan in the next.  

• Sometimes He rebuked unbelief, and sometimes He asked, "Do you 
believe?"  

• Sometimes He just healed, and  
• Sometimes He asked the person to do something like, "Show yourself 

to the priests, stretch out your hand, or wash in the pool."  
 
Why would Jesus say to a man with a 38-year-old weakness, "Are you going 
to be made whole?"  
 
Please note:  Whatever this man's problem was, it had caused him to lie 
down. He had given up. The fight was long gone in him.  
 
I believe Jesus asked an impossible question to a 
desperate man because Jesus was fishing for another 
world-changer.  
 
This story occurs at the very beginning of Jesus' 
ministry.  
 
Jesus saw potential in the impotent man. He saw the 
potential for greatness in a place of negativity and no 
power.  
 
Where this man couldn't do it, Jesus saw it done.  
 

• How could Jesus see potential in this broken man?  
• How could He see potential in a man who had lain there for 38 years?  

 
It's very simple. He saw potential in this man who had lain there for 38 years 
because he had lain there for 38 years.  
This man had hope!  
Jesus sees this same potential in you today! 
 
• What were the odds that he would ever be healed?  
• He was so impotent that he was lying down.  
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• If he couldn't even stand, how could he ever get to the pool?  
• He was incredibly discouraged, but he was still there.  
 
Some of you can relate to this man. You feel utterly defeated, but you're still 
here! That is victory. 
 
Trees in the Bible 
 
A common analogy of the righteous in the 
Bible is the analogy of trees. Why is that? 
It's because a tree can go through a storm 
and emerge still standing.  
 

• Some of us have emerged from our 
nightmares leaning and bent, but 
we're still standing. Praise God for 
that!  

 
• If you are reading this today, you're still here.  

 
• You may be bent beyond recognition.  

 
• You may feel that you've fallen and that your fall is fatal, but if you're 

here, you have potential-especially when the Lamb of God walks into 
the sheep market of your life. 

 
• Your 40's may be worse than your 30's, but your 30's will pale beside 

your 50's if you can answer the question correctly.  
 
Jesus says, "I'm fishing for world-changers today! Will you be made whole?"  
 
Will you? I believe you will. 
It's here, at this place of questioning, that we hit the real problem of our story 
because our text tells us that "the impotent man answered Him:'  
 
His problem was not the problem.  
 
The real problem was that the impotent man answered Him.  
 
He answered his potential with his impotency.  
Potential life stood before him, and he answered it with his impotency.  
 
Do we do the same? 
 
He replied to Jesus, "Sir, I have no man."  
 
Sometimes that's true, isn't it?  

• We feel alone.  
• We feel abandoned.  
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• Sometimes we wait alone.  
 
Grief can be incredibly lonely. Even 
when we have kind friends, they often 
can't relate to our situation so their 
genuine attempts to care can seem 
insensitive and shallow.  
 
At other times, our friends have no 
idea how to relate to us in our pain, so 
they quietly leave us.  
 
"Sir, I have no man to put me into the 
pool."  
 

• Sometimes people surround us, but they're just as impotent as we are. 
•  Sometimes we have people, but they just can't get us to the pool. 

 
Have you ever tried to help someone?  
Have you ever thought, Oh, if they would only respond to this altar call...?  
 
Sometimes the moment comes, and the water is stirring, and you just can't 
get them there. I hate that feeling. 
 
Although Jesus was very merciful and healed this man, He did it in spite of the 
man.  
 
This "certain" fellow didn't answer the question correctly.  
Instead of becoming a disciple, he called Jesus, "Sir," and the Scripture says 
he "knew not who [Jesus] was:'  
 
For me, I don't want to lie in defeat and hope that Jesus is merciful.  
I want to be proactive and stay in a position to receive wholeness.  
I want to answer the question correctly.  
 
Five keys that will help us answer this question: 
 
1.  Acknowledge the question. 
 
Will you be made whole?  
 
The question contains a future verb tense. You're not whole now, and you 
must acknowledge your condition. It's okay to admit that you're living in a 
dazed state of disorientation.  
 
If all your theology makes perfect sense immediately after bereavement, you 
are probably in a bit of denial. God can handle your humanity.  
 
The man in our story wasn't even sure if Jesus was God, and yet he 
eventually testified before the entire pack of unbelieving religious leaders.  
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You can be real. You must be real.  
 
Problems don't improve if left to themselves. For example, marriages do not 
positively evolve over the years. They require work and a consistent 
commitment to honestly face the issues. 
 
You probably don't want to be real in every setting and with every person.  
 

• The clerk in the grocery store may not really want to know the depths 
of your confusion and pain when she asks you how you're doing.  

 
• The casual acquaintance at church may be a little alarmed if you 

unload both barrels in the foyer before service.  
 
Most times do call for honesty. 
 
If you can't be honest with your friends, find new friends. I don't mean that in a 
cold or critical way. I'm very serious.  
 
When we walk through the dark night of our soul, we need more mature 
friends who don't feel the need to fix us or answer the tough questions.  
 
Sometimes all they do is cry. Sometimes that is the only appropriate 
response. You need friends like that. Acknowledge the question. 
 
2.  Acknowledge who is asking the question. 
 
I said this is a terrible question (and it really is), until you acknowledge who is 
asking it.  
 
Who is asking the question?  
 
Jesus is! The Saviour is posing the question to 
your hurting soul today. 
 
He wasn't just the Saviour 2000 years ago; He's 
the Savior today.  
 
He wasn't just your Saviour 1, 10, or 40 years ago 
when you were born again; He's your Saviour 
right now.  
 
This isn't some stranger over a cash register; this 
is your Redeemer.  
 
This is the Lover of your soul who has taken the time to count every hair on 
your head.  
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This is Jesus. This is your Father. He loves you, and He isn't afraid of your 
answer.  
 
When you remember who is asking it, it will help you with the next step. 
 
3.  Acknowledge that you can answer yes to the question. 
 
For some, the big hurdle will be admitting the problem and the need for 
healing, but for others, the challenge will be admitting that they can be 
healed.  
 
Your situation is not hopeless. Believe me, I am not writing these statements 
flippantly.  
I know the deep pain of failure and loss.  
I know how hopeless it feels when someone from the outside says there is 
hope.  
 
Even so, I say, there is hope! 
 
Do you remember where this story occurred? It occurred in Jerusalem. The 
impotent man thought, I have experienced 38 years of failure.  
 
How could I ever be made whole?  
 
Jesus thought:  
 
I am standing in Jerusalem. In three short 
years, I will be crucified outside this very city. 
I will rip the keys of authority out of satan's 
hand, and I will rise from the dead and 
forever crush death, hell, and the grave-how 
can you not be made whole? 
 
We can answer "yes" because of He who 
asks the question. 
 
4.  Answer the question. 
  
Once you evaluate the good, the bad, and the ugly, you still have to answer 
the question.  
 
If you don't answer it, you might not get the wholeness.  
 
What if this man had ignored Jesus? At least he called Jesus," Sir."  
What if he had cursed Jesus and said, "Get out of my way. I'm waiting for the 
troubling of the water!"  
 
The Lord may have healed him out of pity, but He may have left and looked 
for someone like blind Bartimaeus.  
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The Lord may heal you simply because He loves you, but the New Testament 
is clear that the majority of those who were healed cried out to the Son of 
David for mercy.  
 
I have no one, Lord-but I'll not miss the day of my visitation. I will be made 
whole!  
 
You don't have to feel whole to say "yes:” 
 
One of the great aspects of Christianity is that we can answer the 
question on behalf of someone else.  
 
What if you have a spouse or a family member or a loved one who is 
answering their potential with their impotency?  
What if Jesus speaks to them and they say, "I have no one Lord."  
 
I know I can't get anyone to the pool on my own, but I can approach the 
Throne of Grace and say,  
 
"Lord, since it's You who asks and empowers, I say on their behalf `yes, they 
will be made whole." 
  
5.  Answer the question with more than words. 
 
Jesus asked the question; He gave space to hear the answer; and then He 
said, "Rise, take up your bed."  
Jesus used a very strong word when He said, "rise."  
 
The word rise means two things in the Greek language:  
 

1. It is a command for the dead to be raised.  
 
This is the Divine element in our healing. The dead can do nothing to raise 
themselves.  
 
2. It means to wake up and become attentive to one's dangerous 

position.  
 
This is our part of the bargain. 
  
We must have divine empowerment, but we must also do our part to 
respond.  
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There are several ways that we can practically respond to His question. 
Two of them are: 
 

1. Keep standing.  
 
Remember, you are a tree of righteousness.  
 

• You may have gone through hell, but you didn't 
stop!  

• You're still here.  
• You're still standing.  
• You may be lying down on the inside, feeling 

utterly defeated and forlorn; but do you 
remember that Isaiah tells us that even 
vigorous young men stumble badly (utterly fall)?  

 
Do you recall what he says they should do? Just wait.  
 
Do nothing but stand and wait for the Most High to revive you.  
 
The Lord commends you today for standing. 
 
 

2. Worship.  
 
Sometimes we can be so busy praying for our 
deliverance that we have no time for our 
Deliverer.  
 
Jesus came to speak with the impotent man 
and initiate a relationship with him, but the man 
immediately began making excuses and 
explained his struggle.  
 
During our dark times, worship is often more 
appropriate than prayer.  
 
When we pray, we are often focused 
on our need.  
When we worship, we are focused 
on Him. 

 
Prayer can be a great challenge for 
those who have experienced great 
tragedy.  

 
Tragedy seems to stand in opposition 
of the famous blessing Scriptures of the 
Bible, and prayer often confronts this 
paradox. 
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I'm praying for a miracle, and a miracle is exactly what I didn't 
receive.  
How is that, Lord?  

 
The questioning can turn sour. I'm not 
advocating a blind ignoring of the 
paradox, but I am advocating tender 
times of worship from a position of 
surrender.  

  
Worship first, question second.  

 
This is the pattern Job established. 
The Lord loves you, and the world 
needs you.  

 
Jesus asks today, "Will you be made 
whole?"  

  
He doesn't ask this question with His 
fingers crossed.  

 
He asks it knowing that He has the power to help you answer, "yes." 

 
Will you be made whole? I know you will. 
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How to Deal With Death, Loss and Grief: 
 
There are many types of deaths to be dealt with, each having its own issues: 

 Miscarriages 
 Abortions 
 Infant death 
 Death due to tragic accidents 
 Serious illness 
 Death of older persons 
 Divorce 
 Romantic Break-up 
 Close friendships 

 
1. Agree with God that it is all right for this person to be gone. 
 
2. Deal with guilt over past relationships or unfinished 
business. 
 
3. Release from any bonding to the person. 
 
4. Cope with the pain of separation. 
 
5. Allow yourself to grieve. 
 
Steps to Healing of Grief: 
 

 Acknowledge the truth of what happened. 
 

 Allow yourself to feel the pain. 
 

 Experience Jesus in the separation event. 
 

 Give your pain and damaged emotions to Him. 
 
 
DIVORCE, SUICIDE OR REBELLIOUS SEPARATION 
 
This can wound a person even more than the normal death of a loved one 
since it involves the choice of a living person to abandon his or her family. 
 
There is the pain of loss as well as the pain of rejection.  
Added to this is usually a burden of guilt over how things 
might have gone differently. 
 
With these kinds of separation there are underlying spiritual 
principles or laws that have been violated. 
 
The consequences of the sin of that event and those sins that led 
up to it must be dealt with thoroughly. 
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Suicide carries even more pain.  It is so final.  The act of suicide is inherently 
anti-relational and can produce gaping personal wounds. 
 
Unanswered questions abound: “How could Daddy just leave us 
like that?” 
 
This kind of pain is the most intense kind of anguish, wounding 
and anger. 
 
Both grieving and forgiving often takes longer.  Self-forgiveness and 
forgiveness of God – for allowing the events – may be especially difficult. 
 
(These are very important guidelines, because many people do not know how 
to and sometimes never work through grief.) 
 
SUMMARY: 
 
The following Stages of Grief were identified by Kubler-Ross (1983): 
 
1.  denial, 
2.  anger, 
3.  negotiation/ bargaining, 
4.  depression, 
5.  acceptance. 
 

 
 
Recommended reading on handling grief:   
 

 Praying through Sorrows – Dutch Sheets and Chris Jackson 
 Minute Meditations for Healing and Hope – Emily Barnes 
 Shattered Dreams – Larry Crabb 
 The Pressure’s off – Larry Crabb 
 Where is God when it hurts – Philip Yancey 
 Pain, Perplexity and Promotion – Bob Sorge 
 Intimate Friendship with God – Joy Dawson 
 Experiencing God – Henry T. Blackaby 
 On Mission with God – Henry T. Blackaby 
 The Winning Attitude – John C. Maxwell 
 The Purpose-Driven Life – Rick Warren 
 Most important of all: THE BIBLE! 



Major Journal Blasts New Code Book for 
Making Grief a Psychiatric Illness1

Story at-a-glance:
• Grief is a highly individual experience, but for most people it takes two to six months 

to “run its course” – and sometimes much longer, all of which is normal and to be 
expected after a significant loss.

• An article in the New England Journal of Medicine (NEJM) strongly criticizes the 
move, and explains that the new definition will label healthy people with a mental 
condition.

• By making grief a certifiable mental illness, it then becomes treatable by drugs, 
putting millions of people at risk of receiving unnecessary prescription for mind-
altering psychotropic drugs.

• The American Psychiatric Association (APA) is  now considering characterizing 
bereavement as a depressive disorder, which would encourage clinicians to 
diagnose people with major depression if their grief-related symptoms last longer 
than two weeks.

After the death of a loved one, do you think you'd feel (or if you've lost a loved one already, 
did you feel) back to your old self again in just two weeks? For nearly everyone, the 
answer is a resounding no. Grief is a highly individual experience, but for most people it 
takes two to six months to "run its course" – and sometimes much longer, all of which is 
normal and to be expected in the face of a significant loss.

Outrageously, the American Psychiatric Association (APA) is now considering 
characterizing bereavement as  a depressive disorder, which would encourage clinicians to 
diagnose people with major depression if their grief-related symptoms last longer than two 
weeks!

By making grief a certifiable mental illness, it then becomes treatable by drugs and billable 
through insurance companies―and morphs into a "disorder" that is likely something that 
will stigmatize your health records for the rest of your life.

NEJM Says Grief Should be "Normalized" Not "Medicalized"
The APA's  proposed classification, which is intended for inclusion in the association's 
upcoming new diagnostic manual, DSM-5, will characterize bereavement as a major 
depressive disorder after only two weeks of grieving. According to DSM-4, mild depressive 
symptoms, such as sadness, insomnia and crying, in a person who has recently lost a 
loved one are considered grief-related, and the guidelines clearly distinguish between 
normal grief and the more persistent symptoms of major depression.

1!Ar$cle!taken!from!h0p://www.mercola.com/
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Writing in the New England Journal of Medicine (NEJM)i, Richard Friedman, M.D., 
explains that the new version of the manual will label healthy people with a mental 
condition and make them prime candidates for unnecessary prescriptions of mind-altering 
antidepressant and antipsychotic drugs.

" … the American Psychiatric Association is considering making a significant 
change to the definition of depression in the upcoming 5th edition of the 
DSM, which would specifically characterize bereavement as a depressive 
disorder. In removing the so-called bereavement exclusion, the DSM-5 would 
encourage clinicians to diagnose major depression in persons with normal 
bereavement after only 2 weeks of mild depressive symptoms. Unfortunately, 
the effect of this proposed change would be to medicalize normal grief and 
erroneously label healthy people with a psychiatric diagnosis.

And it will no doubt be a boon to the pharmaceutical industry, because it will 
encourage unnecessary treatment with antidepressants and antipsychotics, 
both of which are increasingly used to treat depression and anxiety."

He notes  that close to 2.5 million Americans die each year, and the number of those 
experiencing grief as a result is  far higher. This  is the market the pharmaceutical industry 
stands to gain, thanks to the APA's flagrant disregard for common sense. As if to help 
make things "right," the APA announced on May 9, 2012 that they would add a footnote 
"indicating that sadness with some mild depressive symptoms in the face of loss  should 
not necessarily be viewed as  major depression" – but noted that the bereavement 
exclusion would still be removed from the new DSM-5.

Poof ... Another "Disease" Created Out of Thin Air
The APA should be more aptly named the American Psychopharmacological Association, 
because they heavily rely on and promote drugs as the solution to most all mental illness. 
Worse yet, they work in tandem with the drug industry, "creating" more and more 
"psychiatric diseases," which are appearing in the literature all the time:

• Do you shop too much? You might have Compulsive Shopping Disorder.
• Do you have a difficult time with multiplication? You could be suffering from 

Dyscalculia.
• Spending too much time surfing the Web? It might be Internet Addiction Disorder.
• Spending too much time at the gym? You'd better see someone for your Bigorexia 

or Muscle Dysmorphia.
• And my favorite—are your terrified by the number 13? You could have 

Triskaidekaphobia!

Each of these new "diseases" gets added to the next edition of the DSM if enough people 
show up with those traits. And increasingly, the criteria for inclusion involves  whether or not 
the disorder responds to a category of drugs. If it does, the phenomenon is dubbed a 
disease.

http://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2012/06/06/new-definition-of-depression.aspx?e_cid=20120606_DNL_art_2#_edn1
http://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2012/06/06/new-definition-of-depression.aspx?e_cid=20120606_DNL_art_2#_edn1


Of the 297 mental disorders described in the DSM, none can be objectively measured by 
empirical testsii. In other words, they're completely subjective. Mental illness symptoms 
within this manual are arbitrarily assigned by a subjective voting system by a psychiatric 
panel. So, they're essentially making up diseases to fit the drugs—not the other way 
around.

It's almost impossible to see a psychiatrist today without being diagnosed with a mental 
disorder because so many behavior variations are described as pathology. And you have 
very high chance – approaching 100% -- of emerging from your psychiatrist's  office with a 
prescription in hand. Writing a prescription is, of course, much faster than engaging in 
behavioral or lifestyle strategies, but it's also a far more lucrative approach for the 
conventional model. Additionally, most practitioners have yet to accept the far more 
effective energetic psychological approaches. The branding of various forms of normal 
human emotions as "mental illness" has been a Big Pharma cash cow for years. According 
to marketing professional Vince Parry in a 2003 commentary called "The Art of Branding a 
Condition":iii

"Watching the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM) 
balloon in size over the decades to its current phonebook dimensions would 
have us believe that the world is a more unstable place today than ever."… 
Not surprisingly, many of these newly coined conditions were brought to light 
through direct funding by pharmaceutical companies, in research, in 
publicity or both."

And if that's  not damning enough, a former chief of the American Psychiatric Association 
admitted that some of the "mistakes" the APA made in its diagnostic manual have had 
"terrible consequences," which have mislabeled millions of children and adults, and 
facilitated epidemics of mental illness that don't existiv.

The Despicable Way Big Pharma
Successfully Drugs Up Your Kids

Disease manufacturing doesn't just impact adults  … it also targets your kids. A new book -- 
Born with a Junk Food Deficiency: How Flaks, Quacks, and Hacks Pimp the Public Health 
-- exposes the secrets drug companies use to sell their wares may have you seething 
once you know what Big Pharma does to influence the drugging of the most vulnerable 
human beings of all―your children. According to AlterNet, the once modest specialty of 
child psychiatry has become a hot market for a pharmacology industry that services a mire 
of "disorders."v

From schizophrenia to just being irritable (and a dozen behaviors in-between) there's a pill 
for every pediatric patient alive. And it's  all because good marketing has made children the 
new money bomb. How can that be? Easy, says former pharmaceutical rep Gen Olsen in 
the featured article.

"Children are forced by school personnel to take their drugs, they are forced 
by their parents to take their drugs, and they are forced by their doctors to 
take their drugs. So, children are the ideal patient-type because they 
represent refilled prescription compliance and 'longevity'. In other words, they 
will be lifelong patients and repeat customers for Pharma."
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The featured article continued:

"Few, indeed, are kids who start out diagnosed and treated for ADHD, bipolar 
disorder, and other "psychopathologies" who end up on no drugs, 
psychologically fine, and ready to run for class president. Even if they 
outgrow their original diagnoses—a big "if" with a mental health history that 
follows them—the side effects from years of psychoactive drugs and their 
physical health on mental, social, and emotional development take their toll. 
Even children on allergy and asthma drugs, which are promoted for kids as 
young as age one, are now known to develop psychiatric side effects 
according to emerging research.

Kids who start out with psychiatric diagnoses are not only lifers—they are 
expensive lifers usually shuttled into government programs that will pay for 
psychiatric drug "cocktails" that can approach $2,000 a month."

The industry has  no doubt been helped by federal and state laws that mandate universal 
mental health screening for all children from birth to ages 18 or 22, such as those in 
Indiana, Massachusetts, New Jersey, and Illinois. That means  that, technically, kids can be 
diagnosed with a psychiatric disorder as early as a few days old and drugged, even if their 
parents don't agree.

The Vitamin D Connection
It's a shame many psychiatrists appear to be too busy writing prescriptions to keep abreast 
of the latest research, such as an incredibly revealing study recently published in BMC 
Psychiatry."vi Vitamin D deficiency is  very common in teenagers  with severe mental 
illness, which isn't surprising since vitamin D is  crucial for proper brain development and 
functioning. The new study found that teenagers with low vitamin D levels  were nearly four 
times as likely to be psychotic!

Research published in 2010 also found that teenage residents at a mental health clinic 
were likely to have low vitamin D levels, and most of them were dangerously low at that – 
female teens averaged vitamin D levels of around 20 ng/ml while males  had average 
vitamin D level of around 10 ng/ml."vii Any child (or adult, for that matter) who is 
experiencing emotional or mental symptoms should have their vitamin D levels tested and 
optimized as a standard of care – but this is often overlooked by most health care 
practitioners (including psychiatrists). This  could potentially alleviate the problem, as 
researchers noted "considerable psychiatric improvement that coincided with vitamin D 
treatment in some of the patients whose deficiency was treated."

You can learn some practical guidelines on how to use natural sun exposure to optimize 
your vitamin D levels in the video below.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vS9acVgQjZY&feature=player_embedded 
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How Grief Can Break Your Heart1

Story at-a-glance:
• Losing a significant person 

in your life raises your risk of 
having a heart attack the 
next day by 21 times, and in 
the following week by 6 
times, new research shows.

• The abrupt increase in risk 
of cardiovascular events 
like heart attack following 
extreme stress may be 
related to the flood of stress 
hormones your body is 
exposed to.

• Stress cardiomyopathy, aka 
“broken heart syndrome,” 
which causes many of the 
same symptoms as a heart 
attack, is  also known to 
occur shortly following 
extreme emotional stress.

• If you’re currently grieving or going through any type of emotional stress, it’s 
important to take steps to support positive mental health, not only for your mind but 
also for your body

Dying from a broken heart may seem more like a scene from a Shakespearean drama 
than reality, but extreme grief really can "break" your heart. In the days after losing 
someone close to you, your risk of suffering from a heart attack goes through the roof -- 
increasing by up to 21 times!

If You Lose a Loved One, You're at Serious Risk
of Having a Heart Attack

It's well known that psychological stress  exacts a great physical toll on your health, but 
new research reveals just how extreme that toll can be. In comparing how grief affects 
your heart disease risk within a period of time, researchers found that losing a significant 
person in your life raises your risk of having a heart attack the next day by 21 times, and in 
the following week by 6 times. 

The risk of heart attacks began to decline after about a month had passed, perhaps as 
levels  of stress hormones begin to level out. The study did not get into the causes of the 
abrupt increase in risk of cardiovascular events  like heart attack, but it's likely related to 
the flood of stress hormones your body is exposed to following extreme stress.

1"Ar%cle"taken"from"h1p://www.mercola.com/

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/22230481
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/22230481
http://livepage.apple.com/
http://livepage.apple.com/


For instance, adrenaline increases your blood pressure and your heart rate, and it's been 
suggested it may lead to narrowing of the arteries that supply blood to your heart, or even 
bind directly to heart cells allowing large amounts of calcium to enter and render the cells 
temporarily unable to function properly.

Interestingly, while your risk of heart attack increases following severe stress, so does your 
risk of what's known as stress  cardiomyopathy -- or "broken heart syndrome" -- which is 
basically a "temporary" heart attack that occurs due to stress.

Did Penn State Football Coach 
Joe Paterno Die from a "Broken Heart"?

Joe Paterno, the beloved former head football coach at Penn State University, died just 74 
days after he was fired from his position in the wake of a sex abuse scandal. It was last 
November that child sex allegations were brought up against Jerry Sandusky, Paterno's 
assistant at Penn State, and many blamed Paterno for not doing more to protect the boys.
Paterno had been quoted as saying the incident was "one of the great sorrows in my life," 
and noted he was  "absolutely devastated" by the allegations  against Sandusky. This 
undoubtedly placed great stress on Paterno, and in combination with also losing his 
position at Penn State, may very well have contributed to his demise.

While it's officially said that Paterno died from complications from lung cancer, stress, grief 
and a broken heart would be hard to rule out as contributing factors.

Broken Heart Syndrome Often Mimics a Heart Attack
The symptoms of stress cardiomyopathy or broken heart syndrome are very similar to 
those of a typical heart attack -- chest pain, shortness of breath, low blood pressure and 
even congestive heart failure can occur. There are some important differences, however.

In broken heart syndrome, the symptoms occur shortly after an extremely stressful event, 
such as a death in the family, serious financial loss, extreme anger, domestic abuse, a 
serious medical diagnosis, or a car accident or other trauma. This stress and the 
subsequent release of stress hormones are thought to "stun" or "shock" the heart, leading 
to sudden heart muscle weakness.

This  condition can be life-threatening and requires immediate medical attention, however it 
is  often a temporary condition that leaves no permanent damage. In most cases a typical 
heart attack occurs due to blockages in the coronary arteries that stop blood flow and 
cause heart cells to die, leading to irreversible damage. But people with broken heart 
syndrome often have normal arteries  without significant blockages. The symptoms occur 
due to the emotional stress, so when the stress begins to die down, the heart is  able to 
recover.

Stress Impacts Far More than Your Heart ...
The fact is, you can't separate your health from your emotions. Every feeling you have 
affects some part of your body. And stress can wreak havoc even if you're doing 
everything else "right."

http://abcnews.go.com/blogs/health/2012/01/23/could-stress-have-spurred-joe-paternos-rapid-demise/
http://abcnews.go.com/blogs/health/2012/01/23/could-stress-have-spurred-joe-paternos-rapid-demise/
http://circ.ahajournals.org/content/111/4/472.short
http://circ.ahajournals.org/content/111/4/472.short


Extreme, sudden stress like the examples noted above can obviously have near-
immediate impacts on your health, but so can lingering everyday stressors that we all 
juggle, particularly when they're not dealt with over time. This causes your body to remain 
in "fight or flight" mode for far too long -- much longer than was ever intended from a 
biological standpoint.

One of the most common consequences of this scenario is  that your adrenal glands, faced 
with excessive stress and burden, become overworked and fatigued. This  can lead to a 
number of related health conditions, including fatigue, autoimmune disorders, skin 
problems and more. Stress has also been linked to cancer by acting as a pathway 
between cancerous mutations, potentially triggering the growth of tumors. In fact, stress, 
and by proxy your emotional health, is a leading factor in virtually any disease or illness 
you can think of.

Are There Any Proven Ways to Deal With Grief?
Getting back to the original study, the grief experienced following the loss of a loved one is 
easily one of the most devastating experiences a person can face. So what can you do to 
get through it?

Generally speaking, the emotional intensity of feelings of grief will recede over time, but 
the grieving process itself will be unique to you. You might feel denial and anger, but you 
might not. You might feel depressed or a yearning for your loved one, or you might not. It's 
important to open your mind to the notion that whatever you feel during your grieving 
process is OK, and likely exactly what you need.

While grief can feel insurmountable and become understandably all-consuming, take 
comfort in the fact that virtually everyone is able to move past the dark feelings. Typically 
within six months, you'll begin to see a light at the end of the tunnel.

During the grieving process, be gentle with yourself and take steps  to support positive 
mental health2. Also, please remember that both your mind and mood are significantly 
affected by your diet, so don't dismiss that part. While it may not be a miracle cure in and 
of itself, it can be extremely difficult to achieve sound mental health without the proper 
foundation of a sound diet and exercise plan.

Sound sleep is another critical issue. You can have the best diet and exercise program 
possible but if you aren't sleeping well your mental health can suffer and it is  difficult to 
make healing progress. You can find 33 tips to help improve your sleep habits here.

Remember, left untended, emotional trauma like losing a loved one can lead to serious 
health problems down the road -- anything from heart attacks to depression and cancer is 
possible. 

2"Please"note,"we"do"not"agree"with,"nor"do"we"recommend"any"type"of"medita%on,"
yoga,"and/or"New@Age"type"therapies."We"do"recommend"much"PRAYER,"led"by"the"
Holy"Spirit"and"grounded"in"the"Truth"of"GOD's"Word,"the"Bible.
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http://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2010/02/04/stress-linked-to-cancer.aspx
http://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2010/02/04/stress-linked-to-cancer.aspx
http://www.mercola.com/nutritionplan/index.htm
http://www.mercola.com/nutritionplan/index.htm
http://www.mercola.com/nutritionplan/index.htm
http://www.mercola.com/nutritionplan/index.htm
http://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2010/10/02/secrets-to-a-good-night-sleep.aspx
http://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2010/10/02/secrets-to-a-good-night-sleep.aspx


If you've been dealing with debilitating feelings  of grief that last for a year or more, 
professional help, including counseling3, may be warranted.

As an aside, many of these same tips, particularly my nutrition plan for proper diet along 
with regular exercise and attention to reducing emotional stress will drastically lower your 
heart disease and heart attack risk from any cause, so it's  wise to implement them into 
your lifestyle whether you're experiencing grief or not.

One final tip ... low levels  of vitamin D in your blood have long been correlated with higher 
risk of heart disease and heart attacks, as well as problems with emotional health, such as 
depression. So I recommend you optimize your vitamin D levels  for the sake of both your 
heart health and your emotional health.

3"We"would"encourage"those"working"through"grief"to"work"with"a"mature/trained"
counsellor"and/or"mentor,"either"someone"from"their"local"congrega%on/
community,"or"one"of"the"Kanaan@team"counsellors,"as"listed"on"the"website.

http://www.mercola.com/nutritionplan/index.htm
http://www.mercola.com/nutritionplan/index.htm
http://fitness.mercola.com/sites/fitness/archive/2010/06/26/10-minutes-of-exercise-yields-hourlong-effects.aspx
http://fitness.mercola.com/sites/fitness/archive/2010/06/26/10-minutes-of-exercise-yields-hourlong-effects.aspx
http://eft.mercola.com/
http://eft.mercola.com/
http://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2002/05/11/vitamin-d-part-seven.aspx
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http://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2002/05/11/vitamin-d-part-seven.aspx
http://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2006/12/30/the-depressing-truth-about-vitamin-d-deficiency.aspx
http://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2006/12/30/the-depressing-truth-about-vitamin-d-deficiency.aspx
http://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2011/11/21/how-to-get-your-vitamin-d-to-healthy-ranges.aspx
http://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2011/11/21/how-to-get-your-vitamin-d-to-healthy-ranges.aspx
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SECTION E: 
HEALING OF EMOTIONS: 
 
Matt. 5:8 
8 Blessed (happy, enviably fortunate, and spiritually prosperous—possessing 
the happiness produced by the experience of God’s favor and especially 
conditioned by the revelation of His grace, regardless of their outward 
conditions) are the pure in heart, for they shall see God! 
 
Therefore, in those areas of your heart where you are not 
pure, you will not see God. 
 
We interpret every subsequent experience in the light of 
the judgments that we have made and according to the 
expectations that were developed in response to what 
happened in the past. 
 
If we passed many judgments in the past, our outlook 
on life and on the LORD will be twisted. 
 
Only after confession, conversion, forgiveness and the 
old way of seeing things is nailed to the cross, and we 
have received the gift of a new heart and mind, only then 
will we be able to see GOD clearly. 
 
 FATHER MOTHER 
1. Did you experience wholesome contact? ? ? 
2. Were you held on their laps? ? ? 
3. Did they read you stories? ? ? 
4. Did they work long hours away from home? ? ? 
5. Did they take the initiative to spend time with you? ? ? 
6. Did they affirm or criticize you? ? ? 
7. Could you take them into your confidence? ? ? 
8. Did they discipline you appropriately? ? ? 
 
Any areas where we allowed bitterness or where we judged our 
parents, we created barriers in our hearts.  Our spirits are 
darkened in those areas and we cannot truly know GOD. 
 
Prov. 20:20, 27 
20 Whoever curses his father or his mother, his lamp shall be put 
out in complete darkness. 
 
Suppressed anger and grudges become the dark glasses through which we 
later see GOD. 
 
We grow up to adulthood, but we do not lay down the things of a child. 
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1 Cor. 13:11-12  
11 When I was a child, I talked like a child, I thought like a child, I reasoned 
like a child; now that I have become a man, I am done with childish ways and 
have put them aside. 
 
 
FORGIVENESS 
 
Heb. 12:15 
15 Exercise foresight and be on the watch to look 
[after one another], to see that no one falls back from and fails to 
secure God’s grace (His unmerited favor and spiritual blessing), in order 
that no root of resentment (rancor, bitterness, or hatred) shoots forth and 
causes trouble and bitter torment, and the many become contaminated 
and defiled by it— 
 
There are four basic laws in the WORD OF GOD which affect our 
lives every day. 
 

• Judging and being judged.  Matt. 7:1-2 
• Sowing and reaping.  Gal. 6:7-8 
• Doing the things you judge in others.  

Rom. 2:1 
 
Add all four of the above the principle of 
increase:  
Hos. 8:7(a); James 1:15 
 
The law of Judgment is not only applied to deliberate, open 
actions, but also to those that we hide in our hearts, 
suppressed, unknown and unspoken. 
 
Once formed, these judgments will bring forth definite results.  
Roots of bitterness that are not taken to the Cross, will defile. 
 
These roots are certainly the strongest negative forces in our lives and they 
cause havoc in ourselves and in others. 
 
This judgment upon the root of bitterness is the driving force behind repeated 
patterns of trouble and devastation in our lives.  The power of the root of 
bitterness comes from GOD’S unchangeable law which causes us to reap 
what we sow. 
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WHAT IS THIS BITTER ROOT JUDGMENT? 
 

• Our sinful reactions to 
hurt. 

• Judgmental statements 
against people. 

• Refusal or inability to 
forgive. 

• Reaping what we sowed. 
• The power to defile many, 

including ourselves. 
 
NB:  Bitter roots are not the 
painful or terrible things that 
happen to us, nor are they the 
sins of those who have harmed us; BITTER ROOTS ARE OUR OWN 
SINS!!!! 
 
Roots of bitterness defile the mind with expectations, i.e. 

• A psychological habit in our nature 
• A self-fulfilling profession, in that we force people to complete our 

picture of how things should happen. 
 
WHO IS RESPONSIBLE? 
 
WE ARE!! GOD holds us responsible for our own sinful reactions to 
what happened to us. 
 
 1. CONFESS YOUR SINS AND RECOGNIZE THE SINFUL 
PATTERNS IN YOUR LIFE WHICH AFFECT YOUR LIFE AND THE 
LIVES OF OTHERS. 
 
2. REPENTANCE: CHOOSE TO CHANGE, BE 
DETERMINED TO STOP PATTERNS BY NAILING ALL 
JUDGEMENTS AND EXPECTATIONS TO THE CROSS. 
 
 3. ASK FOR FORGIVENESS:  BECAUSE YOU 
JUDGED, YOU HAVE TO BREAK THE POWER OF THE 
JUDGMENT THAT YOU MADE.  FORGIVE THOSE THAT 
HURT YOU… 
 
LORD, FORGIVE ME THAT I JUDGED / HATED MY FATHER.  
FORGIVE ME THAT I CARRIED THIS ATTITUDE OVER INTO MY 
PRESENT RELATIONSHIPS. 
 
Destroy the old structures of judgment, expectations, habits, 
attitudes and reflections.  Nail them to the cross. 
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“LORD, CAUSE THESE HABITS TO DIE BY THE POWER OF YOUR 
CROSSS (HABITS AND ATTITUDES OF ANGER).  LORD, LAY A NEW 
FOUNDATION IN ACCORDANCE WITH YOUR WORD AND YOUR 
CHARACTER.” 
 
LITTLE JACK 
 
Example: A person’s sin is like a man 
throwing a ball at a wall.  At a given time it 
will return to him. 
 
Gal. 6:7 
DO NOT BE DECEIVED.  GOD IS NOT 
MOCKED, FOR WHATEVER A MAN 
SOWS THAT HE WILL ALSO REAP. 
 
BIG JACK (25 years later) 
 
By the time that it returns to be reaped, it has 
grown enormously. 
 
James 1:15 
THEN WHEN DESIRE HAS CONCEIVED, IT 
GIVES BIRTH TO SIN; AND SIN, WHEN IT IS 
FULL GROWN, BRINGS FORTH DEATH. 
 
The longer it stays unconfessed, the larger it becomes. 
 
CONVERTED JACK  
 
GOD, unwilling that any should perish, sent JESUS to identify with our sinful 
condition. 
 
JESUS, took our sins upon HIMSELF and died in our place.  Our sins were 
cancelled and the law of sowing and reaping was fulfilled by HIM and in HIM. 
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WWhhoollee  LLiiffee  
IInnnneerr  VVooww  

 
Matt. 5:17 
Do not think that I came to destroy the Law 
and the Prophets.  I did not come to destroy, 
but to fulfill. 
 
We are called to press through and to seek 
and to grasp the life that CHRIST has bought 
for us by HIS death and resurrection. 
 
Phil. 3:10-15 
We are also called to walk in a daily 
discipline, according to Rom. 6:6-14. 
 
 
HEARTS OF STONE AND INNER COVENANTS 
 
Eze. 36:26  
I will give you a new heart, and put a new spirit within you; I will take the heart 
of stone out of your flesh and give you a heart of flesh. 
 
A heart of stone is a defense mechanism, a 
hiding place where we believe we will be safe 
from hurt, but in reality it will make us the 
loneliest people on earth. 
 
The church is full of hearts of stone, people who 
can love and serve others, but will not allow 
others to serve them. 
 
Healing is hard work; it requires time and understanding and 
support from family and friends. 
 
INNER COVENANTS / VOWS 
 
Inner covenants are one aspect of hearts of stone.  Although they are made 
early in life (the first six years) and very often forgotten, they serve as pointers 
that control our reactions to situations and the people around us.  
It is learnt, and functions like a computer. 
 
Inner covenants confine us to a prison of thinking and behaving 
in a pre-cast form. 
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You take a slice of your life into your own hands.  “I will…” / “I will never…” 
 
You are telling God: 
Hands off of that area of my life.  When we make vows, we make them most 
of the time in judgment of others. 
 
First, we remove God’s power from that area of our life, and then when we 
judge others, we set ourselves up to be judged. 
 
EXAMPLES OF INNER COVENANTS / VOWS 
 
I will never….. 

• allow anyone to love me 
• be weak 
• need anyone in my life 
• share anything that is mine 
• tell a woman anything 
• open my heart again 
• trust anyone 
• allow anything to touch me 

 
I will always…… 

• stay apart 
• be in control of my life 

 
PRAYER: 
 
I renounce this inner covenant, namely…………… 
 
I release my life from the vow that…………. (be 
specific and name the vow).  I give that portion of 
my life back to Your Grace, power and authority.  I 
repent for judging………… (be specific) and rebuke 
every demon assigned to this vow in Jesus Name. 
 
Through the power and authority of Jesus Christ, I 
now break this covenant. I command my body, soul and spirit to 
remember it no longer. 
 
Counsellor declares: 
 
In the Name of the Lord Jesus, you are now free and 
restored to your original purpose!!   
You no longer need to think, feel or behave in accordance 
with this covenant!! 
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THE REWARD OF REJECTION 
 
Earthly rejection, properly embraced, is an opportunity 
to gain heavenly treasure eg. Pearl – gritty grain of 
sand inside an oyster.   
 
Jesus intends that we turn our pains into pearls. 
 
Rev 21: 21 – Twelve gates were twelve pearls. 
Acts 14: 22  “We must through many tribulations enter the 
Kingdom of God.” 
 
Rejection:  God’s Special Tool 
 
When God destines a saint for extraordinary influence in 
the Body of Christ, He prepares him through the rejection 
of people.  This will tenderise him to handle God’s people 
with exceptional care and tenderness. 
 
Although men are rejecting us, God is allowing it in His 
sovereign plan for a divine purpose. 
 
If we respond properly to it, then God will use our rejections to shape and 
conform us into the image of Christ. 
 
As long as we perceive men as the source of the rejection, we will struggle in 
our attitudes towards them. 
 
Freedom comes when we give thanks to God who 
allows it for a higher purpose. 
 
NB!  Rejection is a vital ingredient in the training 
up of end time leaders – and it will continue to 
maintain and guard our hearts in humility. 
 
When people reject you, but you are set 
on fire with the love of your Father for 
you, then you are able to give yourself to 
your fellowman in love regardless of how 
he treats you. 
 
You can love again, knowing that 
eventually man will fail you.  Your security 
is in God’s love.   Rejection builds character!!! 
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Answer – Forgiveness 
 
2 steps: 
1. “I forgive you” 
 
2. “Father, not only do I forgive them, but I’m asking You to 
forgive them as well.  I’m asking You to blot out of Your records 
in heaven this sin that they have committed against me.  When 
they stand before You, may this sin not even appear against 
them.” 
 
Acts 7: 60  
Lord, do not charge them with this sin. (Stephen) 
 
Now, accept your Father’s love! 
 
He accepts you because of who He is, not because of who 
you are!  Until you are established on the inside in the love 
of God, you will always be susceptible to the wounds of 
rejection. 
 
 
HEALING FROM REJECTION: 

 
To whom are you looking as the 
source of your acceptance? 
We suffer rejection when we look for 
acceptance from people but do not 
get it. 
 

Our Prayer: 
“Lord, Your acceptance in my life is what I need.  When You accept me, then I 
can deal with those that do not accept me.  I am complete in Your love.” 
 
Col 2: 10  
And you are complete in Him. 
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UNFORGIVENESS – SELF / OTHERS: 
 
 
          
          
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Ties you to that which you cannot forgive.  (You become like the one who 
has hurt you). You can also imprison yourself – self-forgiveness. 
 
UNFORGIVENESS  
    
 
     TORMENTED: 
     Physical – diseases 
     Mental      Binds you and keeps 
                                   Spiritual              you away from God’s 
                 Fullness 
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  FORGIVENESS 
  
     What is forgiveness? 

The prison doors are opened and you are 
released. 

 
 
   
 
 
  
 
 
     List of charges are destroyed. (Col. 2:14). 
     Forgiven 
     No record kept. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Joh. 20:21-23   
21 Then Jesus said to them again, Peace to you! [Just] as 
the Father has sent Me forth, so I am sending you.  
22 And having said this, He breathed on them and said to 
them, Receive the Holy Spirit!  
23 [Now having received the Holy Spirit, and being led 
and directed by Him] if you forgive the sins of anyone, 
they are forgiven; if you retain the sins of anyone, they 
are retained. 
 

Luke 6:37   
37 Judge not [neither pronouncing judgment 
nor subjecting to censure], and you will not 
be judged; do not condemn and pronounce 
guilty, and you will not be condemned and 
pronounced guilty; acquit and forgive and 
release (give up resentment, let it drop), and 
you will be acquitted and forgiven and 
released.  
 
James 5:16  
16 Confess to one another therefore your faults (your slips, your false steps, 
your offenses, your sins) and pray [also] for one another, that you may be 
healed and restored [to a spiritual tone of mind and heart]... 
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Confess your sins to 
God - FORGIVEN 
Confess your sins 
to one another - 
HEALED 
 
 
 

IT IS REACTIONS, NOT EVENTS, THAT REQUIRE HEALING 
 
1. WE ARE SINNERS, THEREFORE, WE SIN – WE 
REACT TO WHAT WE HAVE DONE – 
UNHEALTHY REACTIONS!  
 
Tendency to HIDE! 
- From ourselves 
- From others. 
 
If we confess – FORGIVENESS! 
If we hide – CAPTIVE! 
 
2. VICTIMS – BEING SINNED AGAINST 
 
Anger is normal!  Also fear, resentment, bitterness, etc. 
We tend to hang onto these reactions. 
 
3. FEELING GUILTY 
 
When we are victimized, we tend to blame ourselves for what 
others have done to us – we are bad or defected. 
The reactions have to be healed. 
The events cannot be changed. 
The events cannot be healed. 
  BUT 
Our response and abiding attitude towards others, self and 
God can be redeemed. 
 
Guilt and shame can be replaced by self-forgiveness based 
on accepting God’s forgiveness. 
Anger, resentment and bitterness can be replaced by 
FREEDOM! 
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SECTION F:  
RETURNING TO THE WAYS OF THE LORD 
 
JER 6:16  Thus says the Lord, “Stand by the 
ways and see and ask for the ancient paths, 
where the good ways is, and walk in it;  and 
you shall find rest for your souls.” 
But they said, “We will not walk in it.” 
 
Ancient [Heb.  Olam]   old, concealed, hidden, 
perpetual, eternal, timeless, from eternity. 
 
God’s ways are heavenly, eternal, timeless.  
God walked in His ways before man was created. 
 
We are made in God’s image and there are 
established within us His supernatural, timeless, 
eternal ways;  ways of thinking, speaking, 
behaving and relating to one another. 
 
Since man chose sin, he has departed 
farther and farther from these ways. 
 
WHAT HAS HAPPENED? 
 
JER 6: 13-15  [The Lord speaks] ”For from 
the least of them even to the greatest of 
them, everyone is greedy for gain, and 
from the prophet to the priest everyone 
deals falsely.  And they have healed the 
brokenness of My people superficially, saying, ‘Peace, peace’, but there is 
no peace.  Were they ashamed because of the abomination they have done?  
They were not even ashamed at all;  they did not 
even know how to blush.  Therefore they shall 
fall among those who fall;  at the time that I 
punish them, they shall be cast down.” 
 
V 13:  When needs go unmet, a person tends to 
become selfish and greedy.  Greed and deceit are 
bound to operate when crucial needs go unmet. 
 
V14:  We think we are helping people by attempting to 
remove the guilt and pain by speaking “Peace, peace” 
without dealing with the root causes of the problems. 
 
V15:  When we make short-sighted choices attempting to 
bring peace without dealing with the roots of the former wrong choices, we 
harden our own hearts and are not even convicted of any wrongdoing. 
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Key Qualities 
 
1. Who am I? 
 
Identity:    My perception of me;  “What am I worth?” 
 
2. Where am I going? 
 
Destiny:    My perception of my function and 
significance on this earth;  “Why am I here?  What 
am I supposed to do?” 
 
EPH 6: 10-12  Be strong in the Lord;  draw your strength from Him.  Put on 
God’s whole armour, that you may be able successfully to stand up against all 
the strategies and the deceits of the devil.   
For we are not wrestling with flesh and blood, but against the despotisms, 
against the powers, against the world rulers of this present darkness, against 
the spirit forces of wickedness in the heavenly (supernatural) sphere. 
 
Strategies (schemes)    Satan sets up management strategies that run 
themselves because neither him nor even his demonic hosts can personally 
afflict each person continuously. 
 
If Satan is able to establish his images of identity and destiny in your life, he 
then has set up a system of governing your life that more or less turns itself 
and requires very little maintenance or service on his part. 
 
This is an effective strategy of destruction in your 
life. 
 
God has appointed special agents on this earth to 
ensure that His message of identity and destiny is 
revealed. 
 
Agents = our parents. 
 
Primary job:  make sure that children receive God’s message of identity and 
destiny throughout their growing years. 
 
Satan’s purpose:  Access these very agents of God, the 
parents, and impart his message of identity and destiny. 
 
SATAN’S MESSAGE 
 
Identity:  
You’re worthless. 
You aren’t supposed to be here. 
You are a mistake. 
Something is drastically wrong with you. 
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You are a nobody. 
You don’t belong. 
 
Destiny:  
You have no purpose. 
You are a total failure. 
You’ll never be a success. 
You are inadequate. 
You are not equipped to accomplish the job. 
Nothing ever works for you. 

GOD’S MESSAGE 
 
Identity:  
To Me you are very valuable and are worth the life of Jesus 
Christ. 
You are a “somebody”. 
You belong in the family of Christ. 
Before the foundation of the earth, I planned for you - you 
were no mistake. 
 
Destiny:  
You are destined to a great purpose on this earth. 
I placed you here for a purpose. 
You are a success as a person and are completely 
adequate and suited to carry out My purpose. 
Set your vision high and allow Me to complete great 
accomplishments in your life. 
 
WHAT HAS HAPPENED TO US? 

 
IS 1:6  From the sole of the foot even to the head there is 
no soundness or health in the nation’s body - but 
sounds and bruises and fresh and bleeding stripes;  
they have not been pressed out and closed up or 
bound up or softened with oil.  No one has troubled to 
seek remedy. 
 
Many of us have been deeply wounded and hurt 
through the impartation of the devil’s message of 
identity and/or destiny, especially by parents and 
other key individuals. 

Satan has a three-fold plan 
 
1. To distort the image of who God has created you to be. 
 
2. To drive you out of the place in which God has called you to dwell (family, 

marriage, church, employment, city, country, etc.). 
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3. To steal your inheritance (children, finances, ministry, 

pension, relationships). 
 
Blessing is God’s primary mechanism of imparting His 
message of identity and destiny into your life. 
 
Blessing:  To empower to prosper;  Baruch;  To have a 
pleasant and fulfilling journey. 
 
Curse:  To disempower or to disable the one being cursed from thriving, 
succeeding or having a pleasant and fulfilling journey through life. 

Cursing binds 
BLESSING LOOSES 

 
GEN 2:24  For this reason a man will leave his father and mother and be 
united to his wife, and they will become one flesh. 

 
ONE FLESH 

 
 
 
 
 
  

LEAVES   CLEAVES 
 
People that are blessed by their parents are able to leave in a healthy way, 
but those who are not blessed cannot properly leave. 
 
Blessings of parents loose the identity to leave and thus to cleave. 
Cursing (or by default lack of blessing) binds the identity to the parent and 
hinders cleaving. 
 
TWO PRIMARY REACTIONS TO CURSING OF IDENTITY 

 
1. Decision to isolate from parent and write him out of your life.  “I don’t 

care what he thinks.  It doesn’t matter.” 
 
Result:  You bind yourself to that parent.  You also loose an internal, 
emotional focus that will often reproduce in your own life or in the life of your 
marriage partner - the very qualities you hated in your parent! 
 
2. Decision to continue striving after the blessing of the parent, no 

matter how long or what it costs. 
 
Result:  Bind yourself to your parent and are not free to cleave. 
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EXAMPLE 
 
The mother constantly criticized the son for everything he did and redid all his 
tasks - nothing he did could please his mother. 
 
Result:  “The best way to avoid being hurt and criticized, is to do nothing.” 
 
In married life, he defaulted on all his domestic responsibilities.  He was still 
tied to his mother and not free to cleave to his wife and be a proper husband. 
 
BLESSING establishes God’s image of identity and destiny. 
 
SEVEN SIGN POSTS: 
 
God has built in seven special blessing times into the ancient Jewish culture, 
through ceremonies, customs, laws and other protective measures to ensure 
that people would get His message rather than Satan’s. 
 
1. Conception. 
2. In uterus. 
3. Birth. 
4. Infancy. 
5. Puberty. 
6. Marriage. 
7. Older age. 

 

CONCEPTION 

1 

3 

BIRTH 

2 
UTERUS 

4 
INFANCY 

6 

MARRIAGE 

5 PUBERTY 

7 
PARENTS 

GGOODD’’SS    
AANNCCIIEENNTT  
PPAATTHHWWAAYY    
((JJEERR..  66::1166))  

LLEEAADDSS  
TTOO  
RREESSTT  
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Parents are strongmen. 
 

A family is a spiritual entity.  There is a spiritual glue that unites a family. 
 
This family unit is created when a covenant is made between a man and a 
woman in marriage.  There is a spiritual protection in marriage and the 
parents are the strongmen. 
 
MATT 12:29  Or how can a person go into a strong man’s house and carry off 
his goods without first binding the strong man?  Then indeed he may plunder 
his house. 
 
House [oikos]    The descendants thereof. 
 
Satan comes to plunder your house - it means he is after your family. 
Because of children’s vulnerability, God wanted to ensure that children would 
be blessed right from the time of conception. 
 
The identity of a child is blessed at the time of conception when two primary 
requirements are met: 
 
1. Parents are in covenant through marriage. 
2. The child is wanted, accepted and received. 
 
Marriage creates a protective hedge around children.  The Old Testament 
Law provided protective measures that ensured the well-being of children - all 
cases of fornication and adultery were capital offences.  The penalty was 
death. 
 
These protective measures were walls that God placed in society to preserve 
the correct image of identity and destiny of His people. 
 
Today these walls are no longer in existence - we have forsaken God’s 
ancient paths. 
 
People today struggle all their lives with feelings of being a mistake, 
depression, fear, irrational anger, lust, guilt, as well as varied demonic 
afflictions. 
 

The Key-role of the Father 
 

The father is a key-role player in imparting blessing to the children at the 
different stages of development. 
 
Releasing a child into adult identity is a crucial time:  “Am I a real 
man/woman?” 
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Divorce statistics prove that more often than not, divorce occurs in a family 
right before the age of puberty of the first-born child.  This has to be a 
strategy of the devil to remove the father from home before he has the 
opportunity to bless and impart adult identity and destiny to his children. 
 
ABANDONMENT OF GOD’S ANCIENT PATHS 
 
By the time most people enter into adulthood, they have endured countless 
experiences of identity cursing by those close to them. 
 
This results in very thick walls (calluses) being built to keep out further hurt, 
but also, unfortunately, to keep out love - even from God. 

  

GOD’S LOVE 
 
 
 

FEAR                   LOVE 
 

FEAR             HURT 
 
 
 

 
WALL 

 
 
Result:  Man cries out to God for help, healing and love and it seems to him 
God is far off and not hearing his cries. 
 
Truth:  God is trying to get His love through to man, but without realizing it, 
man is resisting that love because of the shell around his heart. 
The primary force keeping the wall in tact around the heart is FEAR of being 
hurt again. 
 
I JOHN 4:20  If anyone says, “I love God”, and hates his brother, he is a liar;  
for he who does not love his brother, whom he has seen, cannot love God, 
Whom he has not seen. 
 
If you don’t love others, you don’t love God either.  If you cannot receive love 
from others, you also cannot receive love from God.  Healing the wounded 
heart involves pulling down the wall and opening the heart to people in a safe 
environment. 
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Fear:  Terrifying expectation of rejection, public exposure and ridicule. 
 
The goal of life today for many people is simply pain avoidance and trying to 
find someone or something to make them happy. 
 
Result:  Hardness of heart. 
 
THE SEVEN BLESSINGS: 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2. UTERUS 

4. INFANCY 

1. CONCEPTION 

3. BIRTH 

5. PUBERTY 7. PARENTS 6. MARRIAGE 
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RESOURCES: 
 

1. Soul Care School – Kanaan Ministries 
2. Living from the Heart Jesus Gave You – James Friesen 
3. The Five Love Languages – Gary Chapman 
4. Restoring Your Sexuality 
5. Understanding the Spiritual Side of Your Sexuality 
6. Extracts from the following CD series by Arthur Burk that were 

processed into personalized teachings: 
• Nurturing Your Spirit Seminar II 

7. Soul Care School Course 2 – Inner Healing – Kanaan Ministries 
8. Praying through Sorrows – Dutch Sheets and Chris Jackson 
9. Extracts from a CD series by Craig Hill: Ancient Paths 
10. Janov, Arthur.  The New Primal Scream. 1990.  Abacus, 

Brettenham House. London. 
11. Louw, D. A.; Louw A.E.; Von Ede, D. M.  Menslike Ontwikkeling. 

Derde Uitgawe, Kaqiso Uitgewers, Pretoria, 1998. 
 



The Priestly Blessing ...
Numbers 6:24-26

“24 The LORD bless thee, and keep thee: 
25 The LORD make his face shine upon 
thee, and be gracious unto thee: 26 The 

LORD lift up his countenance upon thee, 
and give thee peace.”



The Priestly Blessing ...
Hebraic Translation1

"YHVH will kneel before you presenting 
gifts, and He will guard you with a hedge of 

protection, YHVH will illuminate the 
wholeness of His Being toward you, 

bringing order, and He will provide you with 
love, sustenance, and friendship, YHVH will 
lift up the wholeness of His Being and look 

upon you, and He will set in place all you 
need to be whole and complete."

*Transla(on*by*Jeff*A.*Benner,*for*more*informa(on,*please*see*h9p://
www.ancient?hebrew.org/12_blessing.html*

http://www.ancient-hebrew.org/12_blessing.html
http://www.ancient-hebrew.org/12_blessing.html
http://www.ancient-hebrew.org/12_blessing.html
http://www.ancient-hebrew.org/12_blessing.html


Birkat Kohanim: Num. 6:24-26 www.hebrew4christians.com 

The Priestly Blessing1
 

`^r<ñm÷.v.yIw> hwhy ^k.÷rñ<b'y> 

May the LORD
2
 bless you

3
 and keep you

4
 

`&'Nñ<xuywI ^yl,ñae wyn"P' hwhy raey" 

May the LORD make His face
5
 shine

6
 upon you and be gracious

7
 to you 

`~Alv' ^l. ~fey"w> ^ylñ,ae wyn"P' hwhy aF'yI 

May the LORD lift up
8
 his face to you and give you peace

9
 

                                                 
1 
 This blessing is (ritually) recited (by the kohanim) during synagogue services during Nesiat Kapayim ("the Raising of the 

Hands"), though it is also recited over children on Friday night before the start of the Shabbat meal or as a bedtime blessing.
 

2
  The name YHVH (hwhy) represents God's attributes of love and mercy (~ymix]r:h; tD"mi), in contradistiction to the name Elohim 

(~yhil{a/), which represents God's attribute of justice and power as our Creator.  
3
  hk'r"B. (b'rachah).  Jewish tradition considers this both material and spiritual prosperity. Pirkei Avot 3:15 says, "If there is no 

flour, there is no Torah," by which is meant that material benefits are intended to help you pursue study of Torah. The first 

occurrence of the word "blessing" in the Scriptures pertains to pru urvu (Wbr>W WrP.), "be fruitful and multiply" (Gen. 1:22). 
4
  rm;v' (shamar): To guard, protect, heed, as in the exercise of diligent care. Only God has the power to secure the conferred 

blessing and keep it from turning sour or from fading away.  
5
 The word for "face" (~ynIP') is plural with the 3rd person singular ending. It is considered metaphorical since God is 

incorporeal. The plural form is thought by some to indicate God's revealed and hidden attributes in creation. 
6
 The hiphil verb (raey") comes from the word "light" (rAa), and is thought to refer to God's wisdom. "May God enlighten you" 

with His wisdom, i.e., the Divine Light that preceded the work of creation (Gen. 1:3). 
7
 May God grant you grace or favor (!xe), i.e., to understand the "breadth and length and height and depth" of God's love (Eph. 

3:18). Grace refers to the bestowal of an undeserved gift. The blessing is bestowed even though unearned or unmerited. 
8
 Since one's face is an indication of the heart's attitude, Rashi says that this means God will suppress His anger by "looking at 

you" (if God is angry at you, He "turns His face away" and refuses to admit your presence). The "lifting of face" also 

pictures God lifting you up as a father might lift up his child in joy. The "showing of face" indicates spiritual intimacy. 
9
 All of the other blessings are useless without the establishment of inner peace, and therefore it is the seal of the blessing. 

Shalom (~Alv') is not simply the absence of strife, but a balance and harmony between the finite and infinite, the temporal 

and the eternal, the material and the spiritual realms.  Shalom is a gift from Sar Shalom (~Alv' rf;), the Prince of Peace. 

may he bless you the LORDand may he guard you

May he shinethe LORDhis faceon youand show you favor 

may he lift upthe LORD his faceon youand establishfor you peace 


